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~ 1. PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

The HMP243 transmitter is a microprocessor based instrument for the
measurement of dewpoint temperature especially in high humidities and/or fast
changing temperatures. The dewpoint temperature is measured through relative
humidity and temperature. The dewpoint temperature, although a calculated
variable. is the primary reading obtained with the HMP243. As the probe is
equipped with the warming function, the relative humidity reading obtained is

, not correct as such whereas the dewpoint temperature is. If the temperature is
below 0 *C. the user can select whether the transmitter calculates dewpoint or
'rostpoint reading: as deranlt. the transmitter calculates frostpoint.

The transmitter can be ordered with one or two sensor heads. If the transmitter
has only a humidity sensor head, it can output the dewpoint temperature or the
mixing ratio. If the transmitter is ordered with an additional temperature head,
the user can choose the output from the following readings: dewpoint, relative
humidity, ambient temperature, dewpoint difference (= ambient temperature -
dewpoint), mixing ratio, absolute humidity, and wet bulb temperature. The
configuration that the user completes in the order form determines the
available readings. The transmitter has two analogue outputs and can be
connected to a serial bus via the RS 232C interface or through an RS 485/422
serial module or a digital current loop module.

There are various possibilities for the configuration of the transmitter. It can
have either a blank cover, or a cover with a local display and keypad with
which to operate the transmitter. Two analogue output signals are selected
from the measured and calculated quantities; the signals can be scaled and the
measurement ranges changed. The HMP243 can be supplied with two, five or
ten meter sensor head cables.

The dewpoint measurement range is -40...+100 *C. The range depends on the
desired accuracy because the dewpoint is calculated through the RH and the T
readings (see Chapter 8). The analogue temperature output can be scaled quite
freely, for example -20...+60 °C can be set to correspond to 0... tO V. The
relativt humidity, absolute humidity, dewpoint difference, mixing ratio and wet
bulb temperature ranges are also scalable.

In some specific applications, the sensor gain may gradually decrease because
of an interference caused by some particular chemicals present in the ambient.
These changes can be recovered with an optional re-gaining function.

The transmitter is equipped with a composite humidity and temperature sensor;
the operation of the HUMICAPOKC humidity sensor is based on changes in the
capacitance of the sensor as its thin polymer film absorbs water molecules.

I
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Options

Additional T probe For the measurement of the ambient temperature and
for obtaining other quantities in addition to dewpoint
temperature and mixing ratio

Calculation vari- dewpoint difference, mixing ratio, absolute humidity,
ables wet bulb temperature
Serial interface RS 232C (standard), RS 485/422, digital current

loop module
Display cover cover with local display & keypad
Filters sintered filter, PPS grid with steel netting
Cable lengths 2,5 or 10 meters
Installation aids Installation kit for temperatures up to 180 *C
HMP243MIK Meteorological installation kit

t::ý'
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~z: 2. ADVANTAGES OF A WARMED SENSOR HEAD

In some measurement applications, unwanted dew formation makes humidity
measurement difficult or even impossible. At a weather station, for example.

high humidity combined with rapidly changing outdoor temperature can
condense the water vapour in the air onto the sensor head. Until this dew
evaporates or dries, it is impossible to obtain a true reading. Dew formation is

also a problem in environmental chambers and in processes involving high
humidity, such as meat processing.

Itn some applications, rapid temperature changes are the source of difficulty.
Normally. relative humidity sensors must be at the saute temperature as tile
ambient air or the measurement is incorrect. At +20 *C and 90 %RH a dif-
ference of ±1 0C causes an error of ±6 %RH. This makes reliable humidity

measurements difficult in rapidly changing temperatures.

In other applications, the problem is a combination of both the dew formation
and rapid changes of temperature; a rapid rise in temperature can cause a
corresponding increase of water vapour in the ambient. In these conditions, the
temperature of the sensor head rises more slowly, and can remain below the
dewpoint of the ambient for a while. Dew then forms on the sensor head. and it
may take several hours or in the worst case, several days for the sensor to
recover from the condensation.

Vaisala's HMP243 dewpoint transmitter offers a reliable solution for humidity
measurement in all these demanding conditions. The humidity sensor head is
kept dry by warming it. As the measurement is fully temperature compensated,
changes in the process temperature do not delay the measurement. This means
that the response time of dewpoint measurement is proportional only to the
diffusion time of water molecules inside the sensor head.

The HMP243 has an excellent performance also at normal humidities and in
stable environments, but it will mostly be used in applications where very high
humidity can take place. In these kinds of applications, the use of traditional
transmitters has been restricted.
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3. INSTALLATION

3.1 Selecting the place of Installation

The transmitter should be installed in a place that gives a true picture of the
environment or process and is as clean as possible. Air should 'circulate freely
around the sensor. If necessary, the transmitter can be installed in a place
where a hot spot may develop. However, cold spots should be avoided.

When the sensor head is installed in a duct or a process channel where the
temperature is different from the ambient temperature, insulate the point of
entry; this is particularly important if the transmitter is installed with the sensor
head pointing downwards. Installing the sensor head of the HMP243 vertically
is not recommended because in high humidities, the humidity may condence on
the sensor head cable and then flow on to the sensor head.

When there is no alternative but to install the sensor head in the process
vertically, the point of entry must be carefully insulated. The cable must also
be allowed to hang loosely in order to prevent any water that possibly
condenses on the cable from running onto the sensor head.

Install the humidity sensor head in the process wherever possible. Avoid
sample flows where the gas temperature can drop below dewpoint temperature;
this might result in erroneous measurement readings. Install the sensor head
transversely against the direction of the process flow. If the process
temperature is much higher than that of the environment, the whole sensor head
and preferably part of the cable must be inside the process.

In duct or channel installations drill a hole ready for a reference meter. Plug
the reference hole tightly (see Figure 3.2).

Install the electronics housing away from possible steams escaping from the
process.

4
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humidity
sensor head Tsensor head

toptional)

II
Cable length 2000,
5000 or 10000 mm

.1 bo~
* I

it II II,*i ;6.5

Sliding PTFE-sleeve for flange Installation
and cable-gland Installation

Figure 3.1 HMP243 transmitter with a humidity sensor head and an
additional T sensor head

When mounted on the side of a duct or channel, the sensor head must be in-
serted from the side (see Figure 3.2). If this is not possible and the sensor head
must be inserted from the top, the point of entry must be carefully insulated.

NOTE

The two sensor heads should be installed so that the
humidity sensor head does not warm the T sensor head.
i.e. the T sensor head is installed closer to the process
flow. When the RH reading is required, always install
the T sensor head in the place where you need the
reading from.

The HMP243 can be installed in ducts and channels with the help of the instal-
lation kit; the kit consists of a flange,.a supporting bar for the sensor head cable
and screws for attaching the flange to the wall of a duct. With the help of the
installation kit the distance between the sensor head and the channel wall can
be easily adjusted. The range of adjustment is 100...320 mm; the distance is
measured from the tip of the sensor head to the flange.

5
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"'(1 " < ""
duct wall

sealing (silicone).- .... lange

humidity sensor head

/

supporting bar a plugged hole for reference
measurements

T-sensor head
(optional)

PTFE sleeve

Figure 3.2 Installing the sensor heads or the HMP243 li a channel
with the help of flanges and supporting bars

The sensor head can also be installed vertically.

7--

PTFE-sleve

when a bushing is used, its
size is selected according to
the diameter of the sensor
head; the diameter of the cable
is increased by using e.g.

. silicon tape at the bushing

stainless steel
cable tic or a

[ imilnr filo."" I~

T.sensof head
(optonal)

Figure 3.3 Vertical Installation of the HMP243 sensor heads

6
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NOTE

During installation the sensor head must not be unsol-
dered fronm and then resoldered to the main printed
board of the transmitter. This procedure may interfere
with the humidity calibration of the transmitter.

3.2 Grounding

A single electrical cable with a screen and three to ten wires is recommended
for power and analogue output/serial bus connections. The cable diameter
should be 7... 10 man.

The screen of the electrical cable must be grounded properly to achieve best
possible W2MC performance. Recommended cable shield is done in the cable
gland as shown below.

" remove the brass disks, rubber ring and nut from the transmitter
housing

* strip 165 mm of the cable insulation, but leave 25 mm of the braid
visible

• slip the nut and rubber ring over the cable insulation

• slip the brass disk that has the bigger hole in it over the braid so that it
rests against the cable insulation

" slip the other brass disk over the wires to the middle of the braid

.... i? 4~

~.

a
a

a

a
a

H

braid

flexible wires 0.5 mm
(AWG 20), stranded wires
recommended

shiedn tube

braid

brass disks

DO7...10 mm

Of the cable diameter is less
0thn 7mm, use a shrinking
tube or an adhesive tape)

7
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" push back the braid and press it between the two brass disks to achieve
a full 360* grounding; the fold betweea the disks should have the saute
diameter as the brass disks

" secure the braid with a shielding, tube

insert the wires into the transmitter housing through the gland

" tighten the nut

* connect the wires into the screw terminals and fasten a cable tie
around the wires

lI17
cable tie

transmitter housing gland

-- brass disks

-L rubber ring

nut

NOTE

When the cable is grounded as explained on the previous
page, the metallic parts of the sensor head, the shield of
its cable, the transmitter housing and the shield of the
signal cable to external system are all connected to each
other. After this the whole system can be grounded from
one point only. If the grounding is made via several
points (sensor head, transmitter housing, signal cable).
make sure that the different groundings are made to the
same grounding potential. Otherwise harmful grounding
currents may begenerated. If you do the grounding via
the transmitter housing, use one serrated lock washer
between a mounting screw and the housing. the lock
washer breaks the paint on the housing.

8iI
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a

3.3 Electrical connections

c+ J CHI- and CH2- are connected

.) O t Iogether Internally

Lt "1 CURRENTNVOLTAGE

*--~*--~ OUTPUTS

POWER SUPPL'

L Do not use power supply
e ground (-) as output signal

+ ground
C>
°/:

i/
'/

*1~

X2t~

XI CL7]

-- t _ r--1
OPENED COVER OF THE HMP 243

Figure 3.1 Electrical connections

Power supply

Output signals

24 VDC
24 VAC (see Chapter 3.3. 1)
0...20 mA
4...20 mA
0... 1 V
0...5 V
0... 10V

Power supply ground (-) is connected to the housing with parallel connection of
15 nF capacitor and 300 kfl resistor.

9
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3.3.1 Connection to a 24 VAC supply

The HIMP243 transmitter can also be connected to a 24 VAC supply without an
external rectifier. However. when more than one transmitter is connected to
one 24 VAC transformer, a common loop is formed and there is an increased
risk of a short-circuit. To avoid this, always use separate floating supply for
each transmitter (see Figure 3.1 A). However, if several transmitters have to
share one transformer, the phase t-) must always be connected to + connector
in each transmitter (see Figure Figure 3.A B).

A) NO COMMON LOOP FORMED - RECOMMENDED

HMP243 transmitter Controller

-", -*- ...24 VAC
I I .....

-. -LI-.. ,

HMP243 transmitter

B) COMMON LOOP FORMED - NOT RECOMMENDED!

HMP243 transmitter Controller

24VAC "

--- - -- e ~m•
sh~ared

_____ ~common ln

HMP243 transmitter

Figure 3.1 Connecting the transmitters to a 24 VAC supply

10
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4. COMMISSIONING

_ _When the HMP243 transmitter leaves the factory, its measurement ranges and
output signals have already been scaled according to the order form completed

•-by the customer. The unit is calibrated at the factory and ready to operate when
the power is turned on. If you take into use active current, voltage or serial bus
outputs, make these connections first: appendix 9 describes them in detail.

NOTE

Make sure that (lie power is itot turned uu unttil cables
have been connected to screw terminals!

In transmitters with display, the software version appears for a few seconds
Swhen the power is turned on. After this, measurement results appear
automatically. Should an error message appear on the display, consult
Appendix 6.

-'If your transmitter has a blank cover and the LED indicator inside the housing
lights up, consult Appendix 6 for further information.

• " Appendix 7 contains information on how to determine the ranges for alarm
outputs and alarm controls when an alarm output unit is used.

4.1 Changing the parameters

If necessary, the user can subsequently change the measurement units between
metric and non-metric and select and scale the output signals with software
functions. This is done through commands, either utilizing the menus on the
local display or giving commands through the serial interface (see
Appendices). Most often the commands are used to change the settings of the
two analogue channels.

A'limited range of commands can be given with the three press switches (up.
down, enter) inside the transmitter housing. There are four LEDs to indicate
the commands given with the up *and down switches. All HMP243 units
incorporate these switches and LED indicators. LED commands can be used to
calibrate the transmitters (both humidity and temperature) or to calibrate the
analogue outputs.

If you need to change some functions, read the following chapters carefully.
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* I 4.2 Security lock jumper

Before the s,.ttings can bc changed. thc szcurity lock jumper ia connector X15
must be removed (see Figure 4.11. The security lock jumnper makes it
impossible to change the transmitter settings by mistake.

Ii' I°' - - - i " * 'tI ~I | 9'

CHANGE OF SETTINGS
DISABLED

]1

OPENED COVER OF THE HMP 2

Figure 4.1 Location of the security lock Jumper

When the security lock jumper is connected, some commands are not available
(see Chapter 5).

Should the application require variables that are not included in thne
configuration of the transmitter, the user is invited to contact Vaisala or a
Vaisala representative.

4.3 Selecting the analogue outputs

The HMP243 transmitter can be ordered ready with the current or voltage
outputs required. If the outputs need to be changed, move the jumpers in con-
nector XI5 into positions as shown in Figure 4.1.

I'mo

12
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- CHI CH2

N CHI CH2

SCHI CH-2
oC.) r__1_l----

13 WiF1FiFIF11

SCHI CH2
o C__1

o.' C o 1' W i L I `,* 2 . J

I
CURREtNT OUTPUTS
0... 201/4...20 mA

VOLTAGE OUTPUTS
0...5VI0... 1OV

VOLTAGE OUTPUTS
0... 1V

CHI 0... 1 VOLTAGE OUTPUT
CH2 CURRENT OUTPUT

X115

OPENED COVER OF THE HMP 24

Figure 4.1 Selecting the analogue outputs with jumpers

The software has to bc inforried which outputs are in use. This is done either
through the serial interface or 'the menus on a local display. The serial
,ommand is AMODE and the display/keypad command 'Mode c" Analog outputs
-L Mode' (see Chapter 5). For the scaling of the outputs, see serial command

ASCL and the display command 'Mode c' Analog outputs * Scale%.

All the jumpers are used only with the 0... t V outputs. When other outputs are
in use, the spare jumpers are kept in connector X55.

t

13
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MOWN
[~X55

J spare jumpers

"-'1 r-..

F-

OPENED COVER OF THE HMP 243

Figure 4.2 Spare jumpers

4.4 Connecting the RS 232C serial bus

OPENED COVER OF THE HMF

Figure 4.1 Serial bus connections

To connect a PC to the HMP243 transmitter via the RS 232C serial bus, one of
the following cables is required. The type of the cable depends on the terminal
and the connector type.

14
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3 .TXD b TX

75 "-- GND61

PC

TEMHL ~P7 =- - Gtl

DIS 2 -XDI RX HMP243

5.5

TERMINAL D25P 7 - GHD

Figure 4.2 Connection of cables

When the serial bus has been connected between the PC and the transmitter,
the PC is switched on. When using a PC, a terminal emulation programme (e.g.
Procomm Plus, Datastorm or Windows terminal) is started.

- The factory settings for data transfer are:

•# 4800 baud

* even parity

- 7 data bits

- I stop bit

- full duplex

NOTE

When the serial bus settings are changed, the transmitter
4- has to be reset before the new settings become cffcctive.

_Thc processor does not allow the following combinations:

- no parity, 7 data bits, I stop bit: if this combination is given the~HMP243 programme will change the number of stop bits to 2

- even or odd parity, 8 data bits, 2 stop bits: if this combination is given
the programme changes the number of stop bits to I

*- Refer to the manuals of the PC and the terminal emulation programme when
giving serial settings.

The RS 232C screw terminal cannot be used if an RS 485/422 serial module or
a current loop module is used. See Appendices 2 and 3 on how to install and
operate these modules.

15
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In calibrafin2 or changing the settings of the transminter it can be more con-
venient to use the connector XN 7. if connector X6 is already in use. This coil-
hector. huwcrer, transfers only RS 232C signals. If an RS 485/422 serial port

module or a current loop module has been installed, it has to be removed before
communicating through the XI 7 connector.

Figure 4.3 Location and connections of connector XI7

NOTE

Some PC computers can generate interferences to the
measured humidity and temperature values if the
transmitter and the PC are connected to different mains
outlets. To minimize the possibility of these interfer-
ences, always use the same mains outlet (same phase of
the mains electricity) for the PC and the power supply of
HMP243. This is especially the case when using the
serial line connector X17. The serial line connector X6
is more immune to these interferences than connector
Xl7.

4.4.1 Reverting to factory settings of the serial port

If the serial port settings are not known, no commands can be given via the
serial interface. The settings can be reverted to the factory settings by inserting
a jumper in connector X16. The jumper must be inserted when the power is on!

O00NG 0
C, . .____I .f

OPENED COVER OF THE HMP 243

Figure 4.1 Forcing the serial port settings back to factory settings

16
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When the juniper is in;.±rted the serial line factory settings become valid, but
itily iemp.'ura'ily. '1rhe tr-ansmltter muast be given new setting3: otherwise the."

transmitter aues the old. unknown settings after power-up. WVhe.n the new

-settings have been given, the transmitter must be reset. The jumper must by
removed before the transmitter is reset; if the jumper is in place when power is

_turned on. the transmitter does not work.

After jumper insertion the transmitter is in STOP mtde. ready to receive

S¢colnniands.

The same method is used when the transmitter is in POLL mode and the user
has forgaotten its address.

- CAUTIONý

Inserting a jumper in any other place in connector X16
voids the guarantee of the transmitter.

17
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5. COMMANDS

_ As the HIMP243 transmitter is a microprocessor based device, its configuration
can be set to correspond to the specific needs of thc user. This is done through
commands, either by utilizing the menus on the local display or by giving
commands through the serial interface (see Appendix 1). Most often the
commands are used to change the settings of the two analogue channels.

A limited range of commands can be given by using the three press switches -
up. down and enter - inside the transmitter housing. Four LEDs indicate the
command given with the up and down switches. LED commands can be used
to calibrate the transmitter (both humidity and temperature) or to calibrate the
analogue outputs.

A full range of commands can be given through the display/keypad or through
the RS 232C serial bus. The commands can be used e.g. to select anti scale the
outputs, to calibrate the humidity and temperature channels as well as the
analogue outputs and to set the serial interface.

5.1 Commands and security lock jumper

In order to prevent any tampering with the transmitter settings, the transmitter
cannot be calibrated, the analogue outputs set or the analogue output quantities
selected or scaled unless the security lock jumper has been disconnected. The
commands involved are:

• all LED commands

" display/keypad commands:

Cali • RH T Ta
Analog outputs

Mode c: Analog outputs • Mode
Scale

More cc More C:, Frost
More , Frost

* serial commands:

CRH, CT, CTA. FCRH, ACAL; AMODE. ASEL. ASCL, FROST.
FILT

In the following, the description of these functions is preceded with a reminder
of the security lock jumper:

Disconnect the security lock jumpert
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5.2 LED commands

JarNOTE
If the transmitter has a di3play/keypad cover. the LED
commands cannot be used.

.=.-.

LED commands can be used to operate the transmitter in the field. These
cuminands can be used in humidity and tenipcrature calibration and calibration
of tha analogue outputs.

Open the housing and press any one of the three press switches. hie LEDs will
light up fur 2 - 3 seconds.

up
DOWN

ENT

LEDs

]" press switches

.-A

OPENED COVER OF THE HMP 242

Figure 5.1 Location of press switches and LEDs

Use the up and down switches (marked with arrows on the printed board) to
find the desired command code and acknowledge it with the ENT switch. The
command codes are (* = lit. 0 = dark):

0000
0000
0000

(0) return to normal state
(1) relative humidity calibration
(2) temperature calibration of the humidity sensor

head
0000 (3) temperature calibration of the T sensor head
0000 (4) calibration of analogue outputs
0000 (8) relative humidity calibration after sensor change

19
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5.3 Displaylkeypad commands

loin 5.3.1 Display mode

In the display mode the transmitter outputs measurements on the display: dif- .
ferent quantities can be scrolled with arrow keys. The first line is scrolled with
button o and the second line with button r; all selections are stored with
ENTER. The selected quantities appear on the display also after power failure.
Afwtr reset the transmitter is always in the display mode.

The display also shows error messages and alarms if they occur.

5.3.2 Command mode

Press the CL key to enter the command mode. The first display is the main
menu:

Cali i MrV. ttre

The commands can be scrolled with the arrow keys. The currently active
command flashes; a command is selected with the ENT key. When a menu is
displayed, either the first command or the currently valid $etting flashes. The
CL key takes the transmitter back to the display mode.

5.3.3 Entering numbers

When numbers need to be entered into the transmitter programme (e.g. when
scaling or setting the analogue outputs, in calibration or when giving the
transmitter an address), the field is either empty or the currently valid figure is
displayed. Any previously given value is deleted with the CL key.

When the field is empty, a cursor blinks on the right side of the display.
Pressing the arrow keys makes either a blank ' . a comma '. a dash '-. a full
stop '.' or a number from 0 to '9' appear on the display. The right character is

selected with ENT; after that the number or numbers move left one step.
Entering numbers is ended with selecting a blank ''and pressing ENT. The last
character entered can be deleted with CI.,. If CL or ENT key is pressed when
the field is empty, the programme returns to the previous display.

With some commands (e.g. calibration) the figures are changed using the arrow
keys. When an arrow key is pressed continuously for a while, the numbers start
changing at an increasing rate.
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5.3.4 Analogue output commands

5.3.4.1 Selecting the output (mAN)

Disconnect the security lock jumper!

• Select Mode in the main menu and Analog outputs in the Mode menu:

Select Mode (mA/V ). The current settings ftr chaimnl I are displayed:

* If the settings are correct, press ENT.

. If the settings need to be changed, press CL:

- the quantity (mA/V) starts flashing; it can be changed with the ar-
row keys and acknowledged with the ENT key

- the lower limit starts flashing

- acknowledge the lower limit with ENT or start changing it by
_ _pressing CL; a new lower limit is given one character at a time with

the arrow keys

-- the upper limit starts flashing

* acknowledge the upper limit with ENT or start changing it by pressing
CL; a new upper limit is given one character at a time with the arrow
keys

When channel I has been set, the programme goes on to channel 2; the procc-
dure is the same as with channel I.

Ch2 MA

NOTE

The analogue output jumpers must also be set to right
places (see Figure 4. 1).
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5.3.4.2 Selecting and scaling the analogue output quantities.

Disconnect the security lock juniper.

a Select Mode in the main menu and Analog outputs in the Mode menu:

Select Scale. The quantity and scaling for channel I are displayed:

" If the settings are correct, press ENT.

- If the settings need to be changed, press CL:

- the quantity (RH, T, Td, dT, x, a, Tw) starts flashing: it can be
changed with the arrow keys and acknowledged with the ENT key

- the lower limit starts flashing -

-- acknowledge the lower limit with ENT or start changing it by
pressing CL; a new lower limit is given with the arrow keys

- the upper limit starts flashing

- acknowledge the upper limit with ENT or start changing it by
pressing CL; a new upper limit is given with the arrow keys

* When channel I has been set. the programme goes on to channel 2; the
procedure is the same as with channel 1.

--40.N 16•. O0

U . Please note that the available selections are affected by the choice of output

parameters. Also make sure that the temperature measuring ranges are not
exceeded.
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5.3.5 Output via the serial bu.

5.3.5.1 Turning the serial Interface echo ON/OFF

Select More in the main menu. select More in the More ne:nu and •elect
-. Echo in the second More menu.

* Use the arrow keys to select the righi alternative and press ENT.

5.3.5.2 Serial bus settings

' - -Selec.t Seri in the main menu; the currently valid serial interface set- .
lings ure displayed:

ZP .="4:-.•r ZLOP 1 ,:
__ i I

___ If the settings ate correct, press ENT; the programme .returns to.the
display mode.

. If the settings need to be changed, press CL:

"B6- Pari RLoe
..' Data I I lex

Seleiitthe parameter to be changed with the arrow keys and ENT key.

Selecting baud rate:

4800 9600

Seleýting parity:

hoe Even, OMd

Selecting data bits:

23



Selecting stop biti:

Full duplex/half duplex:

The processor does not allow the following combinations:

- no parity, 7 data bits, I stop bit:'if this combination is given the
HMP243 programme will change the number of stop bits to 2

# even or odd parity, 8 data bits. 2 stop bits: if this combination is given
the programme changes the number of stop bits to I

NOTE

The serial bus settings become effective only after reset.

5.3.5.3 Setting the transmitter address

Address is used when more than one transmitter is connected to one serial bus;

this way, it is possible to communicate with one'transmitter at a time.

. Select Addr in the main menu: the following is displayed:

99

Pressing ENT returns the programme to the main menu.

o Pressing CL deletes the old address; enter the new address with the
arrow keys.
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5.3.5.4 Selecting the output units

Sel.Žct Unit in iho main menu:

Llse the arrow keys to select the right alternative and press ENT.

metric non-metric

SRH %RH %RH

T 0C OF
Td °c OF
dT 0C -F
a g/m 3  gr/ft3

x g/kg " r/ilb
Tw 0C *F

5.3.5.5 Selecting the calculation mode

Disconnect the security lock jumper!

• Select More and then again Mcra in the second menu:

Ecto 'RegI I'Min
Heal Frost Filt

a Select Frost and then the desired alternative with the arrow keys;
FROST ON (default) for frontpoint and FROST OFF for dewpoint
calculation at dewpoint temptratures below 0 *C.

5.3.6 Output modes

The output modes only affect output through the serial interface: the transmit-
ter accepts all display and LED commands irrespective of which serial output
mode it is in. The HMP243 transmittcr has three serial output modes: RUN,
STOP and POLL.

In the RUN mode the transmitter outputs measurements automatically through
the serial interface to a PC or a peripheral. The only command that can be
given through the serial interface is S (stop), which ends the RUN mode.

In the STOP mode serial commands are given to the transmitter. Measurements
are then output only by entering command SEND.
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The POLL mode is used when more than one transmitter is con.,wcted to the

•:v. I same serial bus: a single transmitter can be addressed and comnunicated with. .

When the connection to a given transmitter is opened in the POLL mode. the

transmitter goes into STOP mode and can then receive commands normally.
Closing the connection returns the transmitter to POLL mode. In POLL mode.
the transmitter outputs measurement only when requested tcommand SEND
an}. If the user has forgotten the address of the transmitter and the transmitter
does not have a display. the transmitter has to be reverted to the factory set-
tings tsee Clhpter 4.4.11. if the transmitter has a display, the settings can be

ch'.'cked through it.

5.3.6.1 Setting the serial Interface operation mode

Select Mode in the main menu: the following is displayed:

seril• 0AUt•s.'-I

* Select Serial outiput:

S P Poll

* The currently valid setting flashes. Select the desired mode with the
arrow keys and press ENT. After this the programme returns to the
Mode Menu.

• When Run mode is selected, the currently valid output interval is dis-
played:

The output interval setting can be changed as follows:

*tru, intefval
2,95 txwr

" press CL

" the number starts flashing

" if the interval needs to be changed. press CL again and enter the new
interval; otherwise press ENT

• the unit (seconds or hours) starts flashing

" the unit can be changed with the arrow keys and acknowledged with
ENT

" after this the programme returns to Mode menu

I
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5.3.7 Others

5.3.7.1 Setting the averaging time I.

Disconnect the security lock jumperli

With command FILT the transmitter can be given the averaging time during
which the indivithial measurement samples are integrated to get an averaged
reading. The tii'iý'can be set in seconds within the range of 0 - 1024 t0 = no
averaging time).

, Select More in the main menu. select More in the More menu and select
-Fill in the'.-%Ucond More menul:

• Pressin- ENT returns the programme to the main menu without
changing the filtration time.

• If the filttation time needs to be changed, press CL; enter the new
filtration ,timc with the arrow keys.

_____ Filter ( s) n.
IN

5.3.7.2 Setting the pressure for mixing ratio and wet bulb
calculations

The atmospheric pressure has an effect on mixing ratio and wet bulb. Accurate
calculations can .be achieved only when the ambient pressure is taken into
consideration.

-Select More in the main menu:.~I resur-e ~at~e
Time. Test, hr

_Select Pressure:

re+utwe

* Pressing ENT returns the programme to the main menu without
changing the pressure reading.
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i If the pressure needs to be changed. press CL: enter the new pressure
- .with the arrow keys

5.3.7.3 Setting the date

Select More in the main menu: select Date in the More menu:

- If the date is correct, acknowledge it by pressing ENT; this Ltkes the
programme back to the More menu.

- If the date needs to be changed, press CL.

- first the centuries (19) start flashing: use the arrow keys to change
them and press ENT

- the years (92) start flashing: use the arrow keys to change them and
press ENT

- the months (06) start flashing; use the arrow keys to change them
and press ENT'

- the days (17) start flashing- use the arrow keys to change them and
press ENT

5.3.7.4 Setting the time

* Select More in the main menu; select Time in the More menu:

Time: 14:25:32

- If the time is correct, acknowledge it by pressing ENT; this takes the
programme back to the More menu.

* If the time needs to be changed, press CL.

- first the hours (14) start flashing: use the arrow keys to change them
and press ENT

- the minutes (25) start flashing; .use the arrow keys to change them
and press ENT

- the seconds (32) start flashing: use the arrow keys to change them

and press ENT
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NOTE

The transmitter does not have a real-time clock with
backup battery. This means that the date and time set-
ting•'are not permanent.

5.3.7.5 Heat on I heat off command

The status of this command should always be HEAT ON, and it should not be
altered. It is meant for service purposes only.

5.4 Serial commands

All available serial commands are described in more detail in Appendix 1. The
following chapters include only the most commonly used command sequences.

t_ See Chapter 4.4 for connecting the HMP243 transmitter to a serial bus.

Pressing ESC always interrupts any serial command being given. In the comn-
mands <cr> stands for carriage return.

5.4.1 Analogue output commands

5.4.1.1 Setting the analogue outputs

Disconnect the security lock jumperl

a = channel : U = voltage output
I = current output

bb.bbb = lower limit of channel I
cC.ccc = upper limit of channel I
d = channel2: U. = voltage output

= current output

ee.eee = lower limit of channel 2

ff.fff = upper limit of channel 2

The bb.bbb, cc.ccc. ee.eee and ff.fff parameters are entered in volts or milli-
amperes.

Example: lower limit of channel I is 0 V and upper limit I V (U 0 1)
lower limit or channel 2 is 2 V and upper limit 10 V (U 2 10)
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;.? .. ,t U 0 1 V. , <C. •' ."' ""Chl 0.000 1. L.t, 0 "
2. .. ,W!.... ' .

5.4.1.2 Selecting and scaling the analogue output quantities

Disconnect the security lock jumper,

xxx = channel l'squantity

yyy = channel 2"s quantity (RI. T. Td, dT, AN., Mix or Tw)

Example: RH selected on channel 1 and temperature on channel 2

>ASEL RH T <cr'-
Chl (RH) Io 0.000 %RH? <cr>
Chl (RH) hi 100.000 %RH ? <cr>
Ch2 (T 1 0o -40.000 IC ? <cc,

Ch2 (T } hi +160.000 "C ? <cc>

5.4.1.3 Scaling the analogue outputs

Disconnect the security lock jumper!

t •+............................ "............. ,........ '............."".-.•................. "...4... 2' ..... t,e.--

Example: relative humidity is scaled in the range 0... 100 %RH and tem-
perature in the range -40...+ t60 °C

>ASCL <cr>
Chl (RH) lo 0.000 %R11? <cr>
Ctil (RI) hi 100.000 %RH ? <•r>
Ch2 (T lo" 0.000 -C ? -40 <cr>
Ch2 IT 3 hI 100.000 "C ? 160 <cr.

5.4.2 Output via the serial bus

5.4.2.1 Starting the measurement output

Starts output of measurements to the peripheral devices (RUN mode); the only
command that can be used is S (stop). The output mode can be changed with
command FORM (see Appendix 1).
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5.4.2.2 Stopping the measurement output

I , ,, S<cr>

Ends the RUN mode: after this command all other commands are available.

.5.4.2.3 Outputting the reading once

SEND <cr> in.STOP mode

or

4~!

.SEN IDan <cr>. InPOLLmo.dc

n= address of the transmitter when more than one transmitter
is connected to a serial bus (0 ...99)

The output format depends on which parameters the Iransmittcr can output.

Output types:

*Td7999.9 C'C, <cr><lf>
'R11=999.9 %RH T=999.9 'C Td=9999.9 'C"o<cr><lt."
'Td=999.9 x=999.9 g/kg.<eL'>-1:fE>
*nffr999.9 "M•H T=999.9 'C Td=9990.9 'C a=9949.Q q/ml
X=9999.9 t_/kg TW=999.9 'C",<cr><1F>

The output mode can be changed with command FORM (see Appendix I).

5.4.2.4 Setting the output Interval for the RUN mode

xxx = output iaterval (0...255)

(0 = no pFwse between outputs)
yyy = unit (s, min or h)

Example: output interval is changed into 10 minutes

>TItrrv l0 mini <c•r
Outpat intrv. : 10 min

5.4.2.5 Serial bus settingsF ' ! --.- :.".-Yi~.i•..sr. S bp b'ý .ii •a•ir>..•:•i.+..•+:>,:.::i{~.;!:

b - bauds (300, 600, 1200, 2400, 4800, 9600)

31
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p = parity tn = none. e = even. o= odd) 1 .me
d = data bits (7 or 08
s = stop bits (I or 2)
x = duplex (I-I = half, F = full)

The settings can be chianged one parameter at a time or all parameters at once:

40>SERIO07 <C• > H:. changing parity only

41900 0 7 1 HNO::.

ýSeI. 600 1! 8 1 F" <C.> chaniging all pra'nmeto's
6011 11 11. 1 L"DM

The processor does not allow thefollowing combinations:

" no parity, 7 data bits. I stop bit: if this combination is given the
HMP243 programme will change the number of stop bits to 2

" even or odd parity, 8 data bits, 2 stop bits: if this combination is given
the programme changes the number of stop bits to I

NOTE

The serial bus settings become effective only after reset.

When the half-duplex mode is set, it will automatically turn the echo off. Even
then the ECHO command can indicate that echo is on.

5.4.2.6 Selecting the output units

x = m(eiric units)
n(on-metric units)

metric non-metric

RI! %RH %RH
T OC OF

Td °C OF
dT OC 0F
a glm3  gr/ft3

x g/g grulb

Tw °C OF
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5.4.2.7 Setting the averaging time

Disconnect the security lock jumperl J

4-4

4-1

I FILT nnnn <cr> I
nnn averaging time (0 - 1024 seconds)

This command is used to set and inspect the averaging time during whiclh the
individual measurement samples are integrated to get an averaged reading. The
time can be set in seconds within the range oft0 - 1024 (0 no averaging time).

Fur example:

>E'T LT

Filt:er S): U ? 1024

>FL.LT 1U0 <cr>
FiLter CSi: 10U

5.4.2.8 Setting the transmitter address

.... ~ .~..

aa= address (0...99)

Example: transmitter is given address 99

>ADDI <,• .'.

Address : 2 ? 99 <cr>

5.4.2.9 Setting the calculation mode

Disconnect the security lock jumper!

This command is used to select whether the transmitter calculates the
frostpoint (dcfault) or the dcwpoint reading at dewpoint temperatures below 0
*C. Select FROST ON. for frostpoint and FROST OFF for dewpoint
calculations. For example:

>Frost <cr>
Frost : ON
>Frost off
Frost : OFF
>Frost on
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5.4.2.10 Resetting the transmitter

RESET <cr>

I'
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5.4.3 Operating the transmitter via the serial bus

5.4.3.1 Setting the serial Interface

SNIODE xx<cr>

oparsating klsnum-

t

xxxx = STOP, RUN or POLL

In STOP mode: measurements output only by command, all commands can be
used

In RUN anode: outputting automatically. only command S can be used

In POLL mode: measurements output only with command SEND. When in
POLL tuude, tie uutput mode is cluinged as follows: 1.

OPENita
SMI i.x ic. i

aal address of the transmitter
xxxx = STOP, RUN or POLL

The OPEN command sets [he bus temporarily in STOP mode so that the

SMODE command can be given.

Example:

>SMODE STOP <cr> setting STOP mode
SerLal mode - STOP

.;

I
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5.4.3.2 OPEN & CLOSE

OPEN na <cr>

nn address oF the transmitter (0...99)

CLS<cr,> w . .

I

V

[n STOP mode: command OPEN has no effect, CLOSE sets the transmitter in
POLL mode

In POLL mode: command OPEN sets the transmitter temporarily in STOP
mode. command CLOSE returns the instrument to POLL
mode

Example: relative humidity calibration is performed at transmitter 2 which is
in POLL mode

>OPEN 2 <cr>
>CRH <cr,

>CLOSS <cr>

opens the line to transmitter 2
calibration started

line closed

-a

S.,-
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CALIBRATION.

Th- HMP243 transmitter has been fully calibrated at the factory so there
should be no immediat: need for recalib'ation. The transmitter should be
calibrated only if there is reason to believe that the adjustments or the
tran.mitter have changcd. The adjustments or the temperature mea.iureizant
channel and the analogue outputs are partictuarly stable: in normual
circumstances there is no need to recalibrate them. Humidity calibration should
be prformed at least once a year.

NOTE

During the calibration proccdurc. the H-MN1P243 is like
. any stand1rd R-I tr::nsmitter and is therefore calibrated

against known RH values. The warming function is not
active and corrective calculations are not made. It is
thercfore"'ssential that the sensor head is allowed

* enough time to stabilize to the ambient conditions in
order toa-ensure tht: highest possible accuracy in
calibration.

Eithcr a one-point or a two-point calibration is possible. The security lock
jumper has to be disconnected at the moment of taking the transmitter to the
calibration room in brid'er to make sure that the tcmperature of the sensor head
stabilizes correctly ,ad the warming function does not interfere with the
stabilization. The stabilization of the humidity sensor head can be monitored by
the R11 reading or by the T reading: the T reading is actually that of the
humidity sensor head~stabilizing to the ambient temperature.

When the security lock jumper is disconnected, the serial port and analogue
outputs show the R•H reading and T reading measured directly from the
humidity sensor head.(4nstead of the calculated values). This means that the
readings (RH, T. a. x;aT or Tw) are erroneous until the humidity sensor head
has stabilized to the a~pjlbient temperature; the Td reading is correct also during
stabilization. it is recommended that the transmitter is disconnected from the
process during the calibration.

6.1 Humidity calibration

The calibration of thc "MP243 transmitter can be checked with a calibrated
Vaisala humidity meter, e.g. the HM34. The 1IM138 humidity data processor
with an appropriate reference connection cable can be used as a field cali-
brator. A two-point calibration can be done wi.4 the HMKI5 or the HMKi3B
calibrator.. or the instrument can be sent to Vaisala. We recommend
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recalibration at least once a year. The instruments must be recalibrated every
time the HUJMICAPO'HC sensor is changed.

A 0 13.5 mm adapter must be used when calibrating with the -IVKI3B11
calibrator. The adapter (part no. 16611) can be ordered from Vaisala or Vaisala
representatives.

Calibration can be performed by giving the commands with the press switches
inside the housing (see Chapter 5.2). through the serial bus (see Chapter 5.4) or
through the menus on the local display (see Chapter 5.3).

When LED commands are used and when the two analogue channels do not

output either relative humidity and/or temperature. relative hutmidity is cali-
brated on channel I and temperature is calibrated on channel 2. The calibration
ranges are 0... 100 %R1-land -20...+80 'C. When the transmitters are calibrated
lat two pbints, the points must be either 50 %RH or 50 *C apart from each
other.

NOTE

If the transmitter includes the re-gaining option, the

sensor re-gaining must always be done before humidity
calibration. Before starting the calibration make sure
that the temperature of the composite sensor has come
down to ambient temperature (see Appendix 7).

6.1.1 One point humidity calibration

The HMI39 humidity data processor can be used as a one-point field clibrator.
A two-point calibration with the HMI39 can also be done, provided that two
separate humidity points with a difference of more than 50%RH between them
are available. The [1M138 is connected to an HMP243 transmitter using an
appropriate reference connection cable. The necessary correction factors are
automatically stored in the HMP243 memory. Detailed calibration instructions
are given in the HM138 operating manual.

A manual one-point correction can also be done in the field against an accurate
reference.

NOTE

If the sensor has been changed, the calibration has to be
done according to the instructions in Chapter 6.1.3.
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6.1.1.1 With serial commands

0 Make sure that the sensors of the transmitter and tile

reference instrument are close to each other. Allow enough
time for the sensor heads to stabilize to the measurement

conditions

Disconnect the security lock jumper!

Give command CRH <cr>. enter the humidity value and
-press <Cr>.

>CRf <cr;.
PH : :c:.:: P fi yy.f -_CV7-
Press Anvy k-ey/ vil vt•ady.

* If you want to see how the sensor stabilizes to the refer-
ence humidity, enter c <cr> instead of the first reference:

R___RH 11.9 Refl ? c <cr>
RHd- 11.5 Refl ? c -cr>
RH 11.5 ReEl ? 11.3 <cr>

_Press any key when ready...

Press any key and <cr> when the transmitter requests the
•- second point value.

PRi : yy.y Ref2 ? <cr>

6.1.1.2 With display I keypad commands

• Make sure that the sensors of the transmitter and the
reference instrument are close to each other. Allow enough
time for the sensor heads to stabilize to the measurement
conditions

Disconnect the security lock jumperl

Select Cal in the main menu and then RH cal; select Not
changed and then one-point offset correction RH 1 point cal.
Change the humidity reading with the arrow keys to
correspond to the reference value and acknowledge it with
ENT; pressing an arrow once changes the reading by 0.05
%R-l.
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r- 6.1.1.3 With LED commands

* Make sure that the sensors of the transmitter and the
reference instrument are close to each other. Allow enough
time for the sensor heads to stabilize to the measurement
conditions

Disconnect the security lock jumper!

Connect an ammeter/voltmeter to the analogue outputs
,(couinctor XK2: il the outputs are already connected e.g. to

a process computer and you do not want to disconnect
them. the current output can be measured at separate test
points located next to connector XI5 (see Chapter 7.1).

Give commiand 0000 (see Chapter 5.2). At the first cali-
bration point the LED on the left flashes; adjust the hu- 1"
midity point (offset) with the arrow switches to the refer-

ence valuc. One push of a switch changes the output by
0.05 %RH: the change of the output voltage or current de-
pends on the output scaling. Press ENT switch. The second
LED from left starts flashing: press ENT again.

NOTE

If neither channel normally outputs the RH reading.
during the calibration channel I outputs the RH reading
0... I00%RH, corresponding to the current/voltage scale
selected for this channel.

6.1.2 Two point. humidity calibration

A two-point humidity calibration should be performed in stable conditions
using saturated salt solutions as a reference. Read also the calibrator manual.

NOTE

If the sensor has been changed, the calibration has to be
done according to the instructions in Chapter 6.1.3.
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6.1.2.1 With sarlal commands

Leave the calibrator and the transmitter for at least 4 hours
in the same space so that their temperatures have timt to

equalize. Remove the filter cap on the tranimitter.

Disconnect the security lock jumperd

Insert the sensor head into the measurement hole or the

LiCt chamber.

•_ Wait at least 10 minutes for the reading to stabilize.

* pGive command CRH <cr>, enter the first point value and
press <er>.

.'CRFT <cc>
RH X: .x Refl ? yy.y <Cr>
Press any key when ready...

-If you want to see how the sensor stabilizes to the humidity
in the calibrator, enter c <cr>:

_RH : 11.9 Refl ? c <cr>
Mi : 11.5 Refl ? c <cr>
RH : 11.5 Refl ? 11.3 <cr>
PtPress any key when ready...

* Insert the sensor head into the measurement hole of the
-NaCl chamber.

* Wait at least 10 minutes for the reading to stabilize.

Press any key, enter the second point value and press
<cr>.

RH xx.x Ref2 ? yy.y <Cr>

The stabilization of the sensor can be monitored by

entering c<cr>.

6.1.2.2 With display/ keypad commands

• [Leave the calibrator and the transmitter for at least 4 hours
in the same space so that their temperatures have time to
equalize. Remove the filter cap on the transmitter.

SDisconnect the security lock jumper]

* Insert the sensor head into the measurement hole of the

LiCI chamber.

*Wait at least 10 minutes for the reading to stabilize.
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Select Cali in the main menu and then RH cal: select Not
changed nad then two-point calibration RH 2 point cal.
Change the firsi point reading with the arrow keys to cor-
respond to the reference humidity and press ENT. pressing
an arrow once changes the reading by 0.05 %RH.
i.. .. .

. . . . . . .. :..- ... ,•:

* Insert the sensor head into the measurement hole of the

NaCI chamber.

• Wait at least 10 minutes for the reading to stabilize.

* If necessary, change the second point reading with arrow
keys and press ENT.

6.1.2.3 With LED commands

* Leave the calibrator and the transmitter for at least 4 hours
in the same space so that their temperatures have time to

equalize. Remove the filter cap on the transmitter.

Disconnect the security lock Jumper!

* Insert the sensor head into the measurement hole of the

LiCl chamber.

* Wait at least 10 minutes for the reading to stabilize.

* Connect an ammeterlvoltmeter to the analogue outputs
(connector X2). Give command 0000. At the first cali-
bration point the LED on the left flashes. adjust the first
point (offset) with the arrow switches to the value given in
the calibration table (Chapter 6.1.4) and press ENT switch.

• Insert the sensor head into the measurement hole of the

NaCI chamber.

g* Wait at least 10 minutes for the reading to stabilize.

S.', * Check that the reading corresponds within the desired ac-
curacy to the reading in the calibration table (Chapter
6.1.4). If not. adjust the second point with the arrow
switches to the correct value and press ENT. At the second
calibration point the second LED from the left flashes.

NOTE

If neither channel normally outputs the RH reading,
during the calibration channel I outputs the RH reading
0... 100 RH%. corresponding to the current/voltage scale
selected.
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6.1.3 Humidity calibration procedure after sensor change.

HumidiLy calibration should be performed in stable conditions u~ing saturated
salt hsILutions as a reference. If the transmitter has the re-gaining optio. ihe, re-
Oainin.s has to be done manually before starting the calibration.

6.1.3.1 With serial commands

* •Leave the calibrator and the transmitter for at least 4 hours

in the same space so that their temperatures have time to
equalize. Remove the filter cap on the sensor head.

Disconnect the security lock jumper,

• Insert the sensor head into the measurement hole of the
LiCI chamber. H-.

- Wait at least 10 minutes for the reading to stabilize.

Give command FCRH <cr>. enter the first point value and
________ press <cr>:

>FCRH <Cr>
RH : xx.x Refl ? yy.y <Cr>

- Press any key when ready...

The stabilization of the sensor to the reference humidity
can be monitored by entering c <cr>:

RH 11.9 Refl ? C <cr>
RH 11.5 Refi ? c <Cr>
RH 11.5 Refl ? 11.3 <Cr>
Press any key when ready...

_ * Insert the sensor head into the measurement ltzle of the
NaCI chamber.

7 - Wait at least 10 minutes for the reading to stabilize.

* Press any key, enter the second point value and press <cr>.

RH : xx.x Ref2 ? yy.y <Cr>

The stabilization of the sensor can be monitored by
entering c <cr>.

6.1.3.2 With display I keypad commands

* Leave the calibrator and the transmitter for at least 4 hours
in the same space so that their temperatures have time to
equalize. Remove the filter cap on the sensor head.

Disconnect the security lock jumperl

* Insert the sensor head into the measurement hole of the
LiCI chamber.
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,,ait at lea. 10 minutes fer mhe reding t stabilizz.

Select Cafl in the main menu and then RH cal- select Sansor
changed. Change the ftrst pOirL reading with the arrow keys

O and press ENT.

insert the sensor head into the measurement hole of the
NaCl chamber.

Wait at least 10 minutes for the reading to stabilize.

* If necessary, change the second point reading with arrow
keys and press ENT.

6.1.3.3 With LED commands

Leave the calibrator and the transmitter for at least 4 hours
in the same space so that their tempcrattires have time to
equalize. Remove the filter cap on the seansor head.

Disconnect the security lock jumperlI

* Insert the sensor head into the measurement hole of the

LICI chamber.

* Wait at least 10 minutes for the reading to stabilize.

* Connect an ammeter/voltmeter to the analogue outputs
(connector X2). Give command 0000. At the first cali-
bration point the LED on the left flashes; adjust the first
point with the arrow switches to the value given'in the
calibration table (Chapter 6.1.4) and press ENT switch.

Insert the sensor head into the measurement hole of the
NaCI chamber.

* Wait at least 10 minutes for the reading to stabilize.

, Check that the reading corresponds within the desired ac-
tcuracy to the reading of the calibration table (Chapter

6.1.4). If not, adjust the second point with the arrow
switches to the correct value and press ENT. At the second
calibration point the second LED from the left flashes.

NOTE

If neither channel normally outputs the RH reading.
during the calibration channel I outputs the RH reading
0... lO0%RII, corresponding to the current/voltage scale
selected for this channel.
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Operating sJanual

The basic capacitancc of ihe nev, sensor may differ considerably from that of
the previous one. Therefore the corre.sponding humidity 'eading of the
transmitter may be below1 0 %RH at the low or above 100 %RH at the high
calibration point. However. the current/voltage reading of the analogue output
shows only the minimum or maximum value of the selected curren/voltage
scale and the output value may not change even though the arrow switches are
pre.ssed several times. If this happens, press the up or down arrow switch
continuously to bring the output back. into the selected scale; this may take as
long as half a minute.

6.1.4 Humidity calibration table

Temperature "C 15 20 25 30 35
"F 59 68 77 86 95

LiC %R1 11.3! 51.3 11.3 151.3
4 ...10 mA 5,81 5.81 5.81 i.81.
0...20 mA 2.26 2.26 2.26 2.26
0... V 0.113 0.113 0.113 0.113
0...5 V _ 0.565 0.565 0.565 1 0.565
0...10 V 1.13 1.13 1 1.13 1.13

NaCI %RH 75.6 75.5 75.3 75.1 74.9
4...20 mA 16.10 16.08 16.05 16.02 15.98
0...20 niA 15.12 15.10 15.06 t5.02 14.93
0...I V 0.756 0.755 0.753 0.751 0.749
0...5 V 3.780 3.775 3.765 3.755 3.745
0... In V 7.56 7.55 7.53 7.51 7.49

Table I Greenspan's calibration table

*) If the LiCI solution is used or stored at temperatures below +18 'C

(+64 *F). its equilibrium humidity changes permanently.

6.2 Temperature calibration

The temperature channel has been calibrated at the factory and since it is very

stable, calibration should be performed only when there is strong reason to
believe that the adjustments have changed.

Temperature calibration should be done against some accurate temperature
reference. It can be done either by using the press switches inside the housing.
through the serial bus or the menus on the local display. Either a one-point
offset correction or a two-point calibration are possible.

NOTE

If neither channel normally outputs the T reading, during
the calibration channel 2 outputs the T reading -

20...+80°C, corresponding to the current/voltage scale
selected for this channel.
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5.2.1 Ona point ofiset calibration

6.2.1.1 With serial commands

Leave the reference instrument and the transmitter f6r at
least 4 hours in the same space so that their temperatures
have time to equalize. Remove the filter cap prior to
calibration.

Disconnect the security lock jitmperl

* Check the transmitter against the reference.

. After giving the correct temperature value (Refl) and
pressing <or>, press any key and then <or>.

6.2.1.2 With display I keypad commands

Leave the reference instrument and the transmitter for at
least 4 hours in the same space so that their temperatures
have time to equalize. Remove the filter cap prior to
calibration.

Disconnect the security lock jumperl

• Check the transmitter against the reference,

* Select T 1 point cal (or Ta 1 point cal), change the reading to
correspond to the reference and press ENT.

6.2.1.3 With LED commands

Leave the reference instrument and the transmitter for at
least 4 hours in the same space so that their temperatures
have time to equalize. Remove the filter cap prior to
calibration.

Disconnect the security lock jumperl

Check the transmitter against the reference.

* After adjusting the offset point and pressing ENT, the sec-
ond LED from left flashes. Press ENT without changing
the output value.
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6.2.2.1 Wilh serial commands

* Leave the reference instrument and the transmittcr for at
-least 4 hours in the same spac. so that their temperatures

have time to equalize. Remove the filter cup prior to

4 • calibration.

Disconnect the security lock jumper!

* Check the transmitter against the reference.

- For the humidity sensor head: give command CT <cr>,
enter the first point value and press <cr>:

->LN <C.
T : .. keLl ? yy.y <cr>

-Praess any key when ready

-If you want to see how the sensor stabilizes to the refer-
ence temperature, enter c <cr> instead of the first refer-

_• ence:

T 0.90 ReC2 ? c <cr>
T :0.55 Refl ? c <cr>
,T :.0.55 Refl ? 0.0 <cr>
Press any key whent ready...

For the additional temperature sensor head: give command
CFA <or>, enter the first point value and press <crx:

>CTA<ccr>
Ta: -20.07 ReEl ? -20.08
Press any key when ready...

* Change the temperature and check the transmitcer again
against the reference.

* Check that the reading corresponds to the reading of the
reference instrument. If not, adjust the second point.

* •Press any key, enter the second point value and press <cr>.
T (or 'ra) : xx.x Ref2 ? yy.y <ecr>

* •The stabilization of the sensor can be monitored by
entering c <cr> instead of the reference value.
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*, ... 6.2.2.2 Wfth display/ keypad commands

Leave the reference instrutment and the transmitter for at
,41 , lea:;c 4 hours in the same space so that their temperatures

have time to equalize. Remove the filler cap prior to
calibration.

Disconnect the security lock jumper!

* Check the transmitter against the reference.

* Select Carl in the main menu and then T (Ta for the
additional T sensor head): select two-point calibration T (or
Ta) 2 point cal. Change the first point reading with the arrow
keys and press ENT.

Change the temperature and check the tratismitter again
against the reference.

Check that the reading corresponds to the reading of the
reference instrument. If not, adjust the second point.

If necessary, change the second point reading with the ar-
row keys and press ENT.

6.2.2.3 With LED commands

* Leave the reference instrument and the transmitter for at
least 4 hours in the same space so that their temperatures
have time to equalize. Remove the filter cap prior to
calibration.

Disconnect the security. lock jumperl

* Check the transmitter against the reference.

,* Connect an ammeterlvoltmeter to the analogue outputs
(connector X2). Give command 0000 (or 0000 for
the T sensor head). At the first calibration point the LED
on the left flashes; adjust the first point (offset) with the
arrow switches to the same reading with the reference and

press ENT switch.

Change the temperature and check the transmitter again
against the reference.

Check that the reading corresponds to the reading of the
reference instrument. If not. adjust the second point.

If necessary. adjust with the arrow switches to the correct
value and press ENT. At the second calibration point the
second LED from the left flashes.
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8.3 ,3!llbtatlon of anloqgue outptaaS

The analogue outputs have been calibrw~ed at the aewtory and since they tire
very stable. calibration should be performed ronly when there is reason t,.

believe that their adjustments have chan-ged.

6.3.1 With serial commands

Disconnect the security lock jumperli

............... ...... .. ACAL <cr> ". :. ......

The outputs on channels I and 2 are measured and the measured values (mA or
Vi entered as calibration coefficients.

Example: both channels have 0... 10 V outputs (set with AMODE command):
enter the voltages measured at the analogite outputs:

>ACAL <cr>
ChI U1 C V J ? 0.123 <cr>
Chl U2 C V ? 7 9.98 <cr>
Ch2 U1 I V 3 ? 0.120 <cr>
Ch2 U2 V ? ? 9.98 <cr>

6.3.2 With display I keypad commands

Disconnect the security lock jumper!

• Connect an ammeter/voltmeter to the output of channel i, select Cali in
the main menu and Analog outputs in the Cali menu. The following is
displayed (the quantity can be either mA or V):

Chl 11 ( MA1 )

" Enter the measured lower end current/voltagc on channel I:

Chl 12 ( i' )?

" Enter the measured upper end Lurrent/voltage on channel 1:

CI2 QII (M
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C t etNr t, ih! o utput of chanjal 2 and enL, , ,--sured
loawer end ct,1,enL/vohLaee o0 ,-hannei 2:

Enter the measured upper end current/voltage on channel 2. A_

6.3.3 With LED commands

If both the analogue outputs and humidityltemperature channel, are calibrated.
the analogue outputs should be calibrated first. This applies only when the
calibrations are done with LED commands!

" connect an ammeter/voltmeter to the analogue outputs (connector X2)

Disconnect the security lock jumperl

" Give command O0*.-
* the LED on the left flashes; set the low end of channel I with the ar-

row keys and press ENT

" the second LED from the left flashes; set the high end of channel I
with the arrow keys and press ENT

" the LED on the left flashes; set the low end of channel 2 with the ar-
row keys and press ENT

" the second LED from the left flashes; set the high end of channel 2
with the arrow keys and press ENT

The analogue outputs arc calibrated to ensure the correct scaling: for example.
when the output is scaled to 4...20 mA, the low end of the scale is 4 mA and
high end 20 mA exactly. However. when 0... 20 mA output is used, the output
can not be adjusted to exactly 0 mA, but to 50 pA. When O...1 V, 0...5 V or
0... 10 V output is in use, the output is adjusted to 50 mV. The following table
summarizes the correct output values.

Summary of the correct output values:

Output scale:
0...20mA 4...20mA 0...IV 0"...5"V 0....1OV

lowend: 50 A 4mA 50mV 50mV 50mV A
hichend: 20mA 20 mA IV 5V IoV
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7. MAINTENANCE

7.1 Reference measurements

Reference measurements are necessary for the verification of whether the
transmitter readings are within specifications. This way the user can check if
the transmitter needs calibration or service. If the transmitter can be taken out
of the process or the control system. perform the reference measurement in a
laboratory with stable conditions.

The reference meter should preferably use the same technology as the instru-
ment checked. i.e. transmitters as HMP243 which use a capacitive'RH sensor,
shliould be checked with instruments [hat also use capacitive RH sensors. This
minimizes the risk of errors caused by different measurement techniques.

Whatever technique is used, make sure that the reference insinlment is at the
same ambient conditions as the checked instrument in order to avoid errors

-caused by temperature differences. The reference measurement should be made
as close to the checked sensor as possible and the readings should be read at
the same time, when possible.

When an RH reference meter is used, disconnect the security lock jumper and
wait until the temperature of the probe has stabilized to the same temperature
with the reference meter. When the security lock jumper is disconnected, the
HMP243 is like any other RH transmitter outputting the RH and T values (for
further details, see Chapter 6).

7.2 Self-diagnostics

The HMP243 transmitter goes through a self-diagnostics procedure when the
power is switched on. If the procedure does not reveal any errors or faults, the
transmitter starts operating normally. If errors or faults are found, first check
whether the humidity and temperature sensors are damaged. If they are intact,
send the transmitter to Vaisala or a Vaisala representative for repairs. The error
messages the transmitter outputs are listed in Appendix 4.

If any errors occur during operation, the error messages are output on the local is
display if the transmitter displays measurements; if the menus are used, error
messages are not output. The LEDs indicate errors at all times. During opera-
tion, however, the error messages are not output automatically through the se-
rial interface. If there Is any reason to doubt that there is something wrong with
the transmitter, use command ERRS:

If there are no error messages, only a prompt is displayed:

>ERRS <cr>
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When errors have occurred. the transm;tter outputs an error code (see Appen. "=S'
di', 4 for all error messaaes):

>ERRPS <cr,-
EJ(, f 1 all ) oit , . rang-

7.3 Replacing the composite sensor

The humidity and temperature sensors (HUNMICAP? H-sensor and Ptl 100) have
been glued together. If one or both sensors are damaged, the whole composite
sensor must be changed.

* Cut the pins of the PtI00 sensor at the top.

- Lift the humidity sensor gently.

" Loosen the pins of the PtlO0 sensor by soldering.

" Remove the old tin from the connectors.

" Put a new humidity sensor in place.

" Bend the pins or the Pt100 sensor carefully into the connectors.

" Fasten the pins by soldering them with Multicore 96S-Flux 38 1.

" Make sure the solder joints are good and check that the pins are not
short-circuited.

" Remove possible splashes from the solder joint with distilled water, but
take care not to damage the humidity sensor.

After sensor change the humidity calibration must be done according to the
instructions in Chapter 6.1.3.

Replace a dirty membrane or sintered filter to ensure a maximum lifetime for
the sensor. Do not try to clean the filter. The sensor can be cleaned with dis-
tilled water; if this does not work, replace the sensor.

7.4 Temperature channel (additional) adjustment with Pt 100 simulators

Switch the power off and disconnect the wires to the Pt 100 sensor from solder
lugs TPI, TP2 and TP3.
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Figure 7.1 Location of solder lugs TP1, TI'2 and TP3 mnd connector
X77

Connect a Pt 100 simulator to connector X77 and set it at the lowest tempera.
ture to be calibrated.

Pt 100

X77 1
Figure 7.2 Connecting the Pt 100 simulator to connector X77

__Switch the power oin.

7.4.1 With serial commands

Give command CTA, enter the first point value and jness <cr>:

>CTA <Cr>
Ta : xx.x Reaf ? yy.y <cr>
Press any key when ready

Set the Pt 100 simulator at the highest temperature to be calibrated and press
any key. Enter the second point (gain) reference reading.

7.4.2 With display commands

Select Cali in the main menu and then Ta; select two-point calibration Ta 2 point

cal. Change the first point reading with the arrow keys and press ENT.

* Set the Pt 100 simulator at the highest temperature to be calibrated and adjust
the second point (gain) to the reference reading.

7.4.3 With LED commands

Connect an ammeter/voltmeter to the analogue outputs (connector X2). Give
command 0000 and adjust the first point (offset) with the arrow switches to
the same reading with the reference; press ENT switch.
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Set the Pi IN0 simulator a, th, highest tempiipatu:'e to be calibrated anid adjus.
Zec.n polac igaini to the reference reading.

Disconnect the Pt 100 simulator and reconnect the Pt (00 wires to solder luss
TPI. TP2 and TP3.

The correct connection, according to wire colours are:

TPI ITP2 1TP3
blue white red

If a Pt 100 simulator is not available, the adjustment can he made with two
resistors of 84 0 and 154 fi with precisely known resistance. Measure resistors
with a resistance meter. Look up the corresponding temperature vahle from a
Pt 100 conversion table or calculate it according to the following equation:

T=D0+Rx(DI + Rx D2+Rx(D3+RxD4)1)

where

4

DO

D2
D3
D4

-243.5673014
2.278542701
0.002050681
-6.15025E-06
1.34949E-08

m

7.5 Temperature channel adjustment with Pt 100 simulators
(composite sensor)

Switch the power off and disconnect the wires to the Pt 100 sensor from solder
lugs TP5. TP6 and TPi.

Figure 7.1 Location of solder lugs TP5, TP6 and TP7 and connector
X88

=
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Conn.z:c a Pt I (ij simulaior t.., c¢ninccor X•Sý and:! s.t it at die lowv.st tompera-.
tu:'e to be calibramt. "10

Pt 100

X88 (
Figure 7.2 Connecting the Pt 100 simulator to connector X88

Switch the power on.

7.5.1.1 With serial commands

Give command CT, enter the first point value and press <cr>:

>CT-r cr;-
C :x.x . Reil ? yy.y <cr.>
Press any key when ceady

Set the Pt 100 simulator at the highest temperature to be calibrated and press
any key. Enter the second point (gain) reference reading.

7.5.1.2 With display commands

Select Cali in the main menu and then T; select two-point calibration T 2 point
cal. Change the first point reading with arrow keys and press ENi.

Set the Pt 100 simulator at the highest temperature to be calibrated and adjust
the second point (gain) to the reference reading.

7.5.2 With LED commands

Connect an ammeter/voltmeter to the analogue outputs (connector X2). Give
command 00 0 and adjust the first point (offset) with arrow switches to the
same reading with the reference and press ENT switch.
Set the Pt 100 simulator at the highest temperature to be calibrated and adjust
the second point (gain) to the reference reading.

Disconnect the Pt 100 simulator and reconnect the Pt 100 wires to solder lugs
TPS. TP6 and TP7. 71

The correct connections according to wire colours are:

I I TP5 TP6 TP7
HMP243 blue green yellow
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7,6 Ma3isuremant of output curran-s using last points

Ift a current output has been connected e.g. to a process computer. the output
current cannot be measured at the output connector X2 without disconrnecting
the external load. The output current can. howeer. be measured a. test points
CHI+/CHI- and CH2+/CH2- without disconnecting [he output wires. These
test points can therefore be used in one point offset correction against an accu-
rate reference or in checking the current output without disconnecting the
analogue output from the process.

22S x
CHO

II

I

OPENED COVER OF THE HMP 243

Figure 7.1 Location of the CHI and CH2 test points

mA

X2
CH1+

CHI+ CHI--
TS tPONT CHI- I jRL777

Figure 7.2 Circuit diagram of the analogue output current test points

7.7 Adjusting the contrast of the display

The contrast of the display can be adjusted using the trimmer "LCD display
contrast" located next to press switches.
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8. TECHNICAL DATA

Sensor RH & T composite sensor
HUMICAPNKC(part no.
18258H-M)

T sensor in the humidity sensor head Pt 100 IEC 751 class 113 B

Voltage proot. AC: DC supply (+ or- to housing 250 VAC, I minute (300

kW and 15 nF parallel)

8.1 Dewpoint temperature

typical range ofdewpoint temperature -40...+100 °C

Response time (90 %) at +20 "C in 15 s
still air (with sintered filter)

Dewpoint temperature (0C)

66
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Difference between ambient tenmerature and dewpolnt temp~erature

FigureS8.1 Accuracy In dewpolnt measurement as a function of
depression and dewpoint (NOTE: dewpoint < 0 0C =calculation of
frostpoint)
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i 8.2 Temperature (with additional T .sensor head)

Measurement ranee -46...+180 •C

Typical accuracy at +20 IC 1+68 IF) :±0. I OC

Typical temperature dependence of
electronics 0.005 *CPC

Temperature sensor Pt 100 RTD DIN IEC 751.
class 114 B

8.3 Calculated variables

Without the additional temperature head only dewpoint temperature and mixing-
ratio arc available.

• " <..Typical ranges

relative humidity 0... 100 %RH
dewpoint difference 0...+50 0 C
mixing ratio 0...500 glkg dry air
absolute humidity 0...600 g/m3

wet bulb temperature 0...+ 100 *C

Response time (90 %) at +20 *C in
still air (with sintered filter) 15 s

Accuracies of the calculated quantities depend on the accuracies of the meas.
ured quantities: relative humidity and temperature. In the dewpoint accuracy
graph and accuracy tables for x, a and Tw the accuracies of relative humidity
and temperature are assumed to be ±(0.5 + 2.5 % of the reading) %RI-l for
humidity and 0.P1C for temperature (at 25'C). Note that the user can select
whether the HMP243 calculates the frostpoint (default) or the dewpoint when
the dewpoint is < 0 *C. In addition, the HMP243 also calculates the dewpoinl
difference, i.e. the difference between the ambient temperature and the
dewpoint (=.dT).

8.3.1 Relative humidity (witlh additional T sensor head)

Accuracy (including nonlinearity and repeatability)
maximum achievable accuracy when calibrated against high quality,
certified humidity standards: +(0.5 + 2.5 % of the reading) % RH
for example, accuracy at:

0%RH +0.5 % RH
60 % RH +2.0 % RH

Response time (90 %) at +20 *C in
still air (with sintered filter) 15 s
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3.,3,2 Acouraoy' ci oth-:r c;l cuiatsz wMrIbles

ccurncy of mixing ratio ig/k-i when ambient prenur2 Is 1003 mbzr

_ ReInthive humidilty

,p. 10 .201 301 40 $50 603 70 80 90g i00
.40 0.001 0.002 0.01)21 0.002 0.003 0.003" i
-20 0.007 0.010 0.012 0.014 0.0171 0.019 0.021 0.024

0 0.033 0.043 0.053 0.063 0.074 0.084 0.094 1 0.104 0.115 0.125
20 0.12 0.15 0.19 0.23 0.26 0.30 0.3i 0.37 0.41 0.45
40 0.37 0.49 0.61 0.74 0.87 1.00 1.14" 1.28 1.42 1.57
60 i.0.3 2•1.82 2.26 2.7.1 .1.25 3.82 4.43 5.10 5.84
80 2.60 3.79 5.23 6.99 9.16 1 '.85 15.251 19.57 25.17 32.54

100 6.24 10.49 17.10 27.98 47.20 84.96 172.5 446.0

120 15.45 36.25 100.4 46-1.4 - -

140 .14.97 326.3 - ' . "
160 228.7 ..... [ -

uracy of absolute humidity (g/m
3

)

Relative humidity

!p. 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100
40 O.O02- 0,003 0.003 0.004 0.005 0.005 - -

20 0.011 0.014 0.018 0.022 0.026 0.030 0.034 0.037 -

0 0.045 0.060 0.075 0.090 0.105 0.120 0.13 0.15 0.16 0.18
20 0.15 0.20 0.24 0.29 0.34 0.38 0.43 0.48 0.53 0.57
40 0.43 0.57 0.71 0.85 0.99 1.12 1.26 1.40 1.54 1.68
60 2.09 2.45 1.81 2.17 2.53 2.88 3.24 3.60 3.96 4.32
10 2.43 3.24 4.06 4.88 5.69 6.5! 7.33 8.15 8.96 9.78
00 1.89 6.56 8.23 9.90 11.57 13.2 i 14.92 16.59 18.26 19.93
20 9.06 12.19 15.33 18.46 21.59
40 15.66 21.12 .
60 25.53 __ - . - - - -

44

g~ri

iraev of wet bulb temperature VC)
Relative humidity

10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 .90 100
0 0.18 0.18 0.18 0.18 0.19 0.19 - - : -

0 0.15 0.16 0.17 0.18 0.19 0.19 0.2 0.21
0 0.15 0.17 0.2 0.22 0.24 0.26 0.28 0.3 0.31 0.33
0 0.21 0.25 0.29 0.32 0.35 0.38 04 0.43 0.45 0.47
0 0.37 0.43 0.48 0.52 0.55 0.57 0.6 0.6t 0.63 0.64
0 0.63 0.68 0.71 0.74 0.76 0.77 0.79 0.8 0.%1 0.82
0 0.96 0.94 0.94 0.94 0.94 0.95 0.95 0.96 0.97 0.98

. 0 1.3 1 a1I 1.2131 1.21 1.11 .1 -.1il 1.11 1.12 1.12 1.13

0 1.62 2.39 1.351 12I 1.271-
0 1 .9 1.58 -

161 0 7_ 17 - I -
217

te formulas used in calculation of dewpoint/frostpoint, mixing ratio and
solute humidity are prcsented in Appendix 5.
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.4 Outputs

Two analogue outputs selectable

Typical accuracy of an analogue output
at +20 OC

Typical temperature dependence of
an analogue output

Serial output available

0O... 20 niA
0 ... I V
0 ... 10 %

4 ... 20mA
LI ... 5 V

±0.05 % full scale

0.005 %/°C full scale

RS 232C

am.,

• 4... , : . . 8.5 Electronics

User intcrfacc

Display

character height

Keyboard

Connections

Operating voltage

Power consumption
during re-gaining

3 keys and 4 LEDs inside the
housing or local display keypad

2 x 16 character alphanumeric
high-contrast, wide view angle
LCD
3.85 mm (0.15")

I x 4 kcypad

screw terminals, 0.5 mme wires
(AWG 20), stranded wires
recommended

24 VDC
24 VAC (see Chapter 3.3.1)
(20...28 V)

200 mA maximum (24 VDC)
270 mA maximum (24 VDC)

7..

Recommended external load for:
current outputs
0... I V voltage output

0...5 and 0... 10 V voltage outputs

Operating temperature (electronics)
with display cover

Storage temperature

<500 £2
>2 kfl (to ground)
>10 kl (to ground)

-40...+60 OC

0...+50 OC

-40...+70 OC
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8.6 Mechantcs

Housing material

Housing classilicadion

Bushing

Sensor protection

Housing dimensions

Sensor head dimensions:

G-AISiI2 (DIN 1725)

IP 65 I.NENIA 41

for 7... 10 mm diameter cable
(8 x 0.5 mum 2 shielded cable)

stainless steel sintered filter
(part no. 164521
PPS grid with stainless steel
netting (part no. 167201

145 x 120 x 65 mm

C,-

cable length 2000
5000 or 10000mm

Figure 8.1 IIMP243 RH sensor head dimensions

64

o6 3ole length0200

Figure 8.2 HMP243 T sensor head dimensions

Weight with 2 m cable 5 m cable 10 m cable

HMP243 (duct mounting. max 1100 g 1300 g 1500 g
180'C, without T probe) j:::
T probe for HMP243 80 g 150g 2501g

HMP243FA (duct installation 140 g
kit for HMP243; 180')--Q

2 x HMP'243PA 280 g

Weight of display cover 420 g

6`1
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8.7 Electromagnetic compatibility

8.7.1 Emissions

Test:

Radiated interference

8.7.2 Immunity

Test:

Electrostatic discharge

Electrical fast transients

GSM-field immunity

RF-radiated fields

RF-conducted fields

Setup according to:

EN55022

Setup according to:

EN61000-4-2:1995

EN61000-4-4:1995

ENV50204:1995

ENVS0140:1993

ENV50141:1993

(class B)

Performance:

criteria B

criteria B

criteria A

criteria A

criteria A

4'

b-i:

4
I

b--h

9. SPARE PARTS AND ACCESSORIES

Ordercode Description
HMP243FA Mounting kit for HMP243, +180 *C cable
16452 Sintered filter, stainless steel
16720 PPS grid with stainless steel netting
HUMICAPIKC Composite humidity and temperature sensor
16611 Calibration adapter for the HMKI3B Calibrator
HMP243RS RS 485/422 serial module
HMP243CL Current loop module
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Appendix 1: Serial commands

SERIAL COMMANDS

1. ANALOGUE OUTPUT COMMANDS .................................................................... 64

2. CALIBRATION COMMANDS .............................................................................. . 67

3. OUTPUT VIA THE SERIAL BUS .............................................................................. 71

3.1. Operation m odes ............................................................................................ 78

4. OTHERS ....................................................................................................................... 80

The commands function as described when the serial interface is in full-duplex
mode and echo is on. All commands except FORM can be given in either
capital or small letters.

In the commands <ct> means carriage return, <!I'> line feed and <lit> hori-
zontal tabulation.

63
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1, ANALOGUE OUTPUT COMMANDS

AMODE Setting the analogue outputs

Disconnect the security lock jumperl

AMOD abbbbb c.ccc df ee~eef.f ~i

a = channel I: U = voltage output
1 current output

bb.bbb = lower limit of channel 1
cc.ccc = upper limit of channel I
d = channel 2: U = voltage output

.. .. = current output
ee.eee = lower limit of channel 2ff.tff = upper limit of channel 2

The bb.bbb, cc.ccc, ee.eee and ff.fff parameters arc entered in volts or milli-
amperes.

Sets the analogue outputs on channels I and 2. An example of this is when the
voltage output on channel I is set to be 0... I V and channel 2 set to 2... 10 V:

>AMODE U 0 1 U 2 10 <cr>
Ch:t 0.000 ... 1.000 V
Ch2 2.000 ... 10.000 V

The current settings can be checked by giving the command without any pa-
rameters:

>AMODE <cr>
Chl 0.000 ... 20.000 neA
ch2 0.000 ... 20.000 mA

ASEL Selecting the scaling the analogue output quantities

Disconnect the security lock jumper-

xxx = channel I 's quantity
yyy = channel 2's quantity (RH, T, Td, dT, Abs, Mix or Tw)
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1.- ANALOGUE OUTPUT COMMANDS

AMODE Setting the analogue outputs

I Disconnect the security lock jumper! I
- 11AMDE a bb.bbb*c.ccc et...eee fff <cr>

a = channel 1: U = voltage output
I = current output

bb.bbb = lower limit of channel I
cc.ccc = upper limit of channel I
d = channel 2: U = voltage output

I = current output
ee.eee = lower limit of channel 2
ff.fff . lpper limit of channel 2

;The bb.bbb:-cc.ccc; ee.eee and ff.fff parameters are entered in volts or nilli-
amperes.

Sets the analogue outputs on channels I and 2. An example of this is when the
voltage output on channel I is set to be 0...I V and channel 2 set to 2... 10 V:

>AMOOE U 0 1 U 2 10 <cr>
Chl : 0.000 .... 1.000 V
ch2 : 2.000 ... 10.000 V

The current settings can be checked by giving the command without any pa-
rameters:

>AMODE <cr>
Chl.. 0.000 20.000 mA
Ch2 0.000. 20.000 mA

ASEL Selecting the scaling the analogue output quantities

Disconnect the security toc mpr

I '~... '½~: '~~L$

xxx = channel l's quantity
yyy = channel 2's quantity (RH, T, Td, dT, Abs. Mix or Tw)
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For example. relaive hun.iditvy is selected to be output on channel I and tem-
perature on channel 2: rhe temperature range is sceadle, to 0... 100 *C:

>A.se:. P-i 11
Chi (MH)
Chi (PH)
C112 (T I
Ch: (T) h i

0.000' %PH
100.000 %FH
-1.000 Cor
P16~0.000 'C ?100 <zr>

When the ASEL command is given on its own, the transmitter outputs its cur-
rent settings:

...AS~i, <,t,>
Chi - (Rif)
Chl (t.H)
Ch2 (T
Ch'- (rT

tO
hi
10
hi

0.000 %RH
100.000 %RH
-40.000 1C
4160.nou 1C

The outputs and their scales can also be given directly with the ASEL com-
mand.

I,~l
• ASEL xxx yy ' bbb.vvy aaadar>

xxx = channel l's quantity
yyy = channel 2's quantity
aaa.a = lower limit of channel I
bbb.b = upper limit of channel I
ccc.c = lower limit of channel 2
ddd.d = upper limit of channel 2

ASCL Scaling the analogue outputs

Disconnect the security lock jumperl

Scales the outputs selected on channels I and 2.

For example, scaling relative humidity on the range of 0... 100 %RH and tem-
perature -40...+ 160 *C:.

~1

:::L
ýASCL <cr>
Chl (RH) 1o
Chli (RH) hi
Ch2 (T I to
Ch2 (T I hi

0.000 %Rtf? ýCrc
100.000 %RH 7 <cr>
0.000 'C ? -40 <cr>
100.000 'C ? 160 <cr>

i
..3
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For example, relative humidity is 3elect.d to be otiput on channel I and tem-
peraitire on channel 2: the temperature range is scaled t., 0... 100 'C:

Chl (R .1: 0.000 %RH
Chl (PH) hi 100.000 %RH ? ,=r"
Ch2 (T 1D -.49.000 'C t 0 4,:Cý
Ch2 (T ) hi ý161O.000 'C ? 10,) <:r>

When the ASEL command is given on its own, the transmitter outputs its cur-
rent settings:

- >ASEL <'
Chl (RH) lo 0.000 %RH
Chl (RH) hi 100.000 %RH
Ch2 (T ) 1o -40.000 'C
Ch-2 (T ) hJ ý160.,00 'C

.. 'The outputs and their scales can also be given directly with the ASEL com-
mand.

.K.ASL rn 0k. dd.d kcr>

xxx = channel l's quantity
yyy = channel 2's quantity
aaa.a = lower limit of channel I
bbb.b = upper limit of channel I
ccc.c = lower limit of channel 2
ddd.d = upper limit of channel 2

ASCL Scaling the analogue outputs

Disconnect the security lock jumper!

Scales the outputs selected on channels I and 2.

For example, scaling relative humidity on the range of 0_.100 %RI-l and tem-

perature -40...+160 *C:

>ASCL <Cr>
Chi (RH) lo 0.000 *%RR? <cr>

Chl (RUl) hi 100.000 %RH ? <cr>
Ch2 (T l 1o 0.000 'C ? -40 <cr>
Ch2 (T l hi 100.000 'C ? 160 <cr>
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Tht, c~iupuc ;cai.-, can also be given directly with the ASCL command.

ASC'L aa'a.'abbb.b ccc~cddd~d <cr>

aaa.a = lower limit of channel I
bbb.b = tipper limit of channel 1
ccc.c = 'lower limit of channel 2
ddd.d = upper limit or channel 2

For example, when relative humidity is scaled to 0... 100 %RH on channel I and
temperature to -40...+ 0! 00C on channel 2:

>ASCL, 0 100
Chi (F-11 Ic.

Ch2 (,r)
Ch2 (T

-40 100 <er>-
0.uOO SRH
100.000 %RH
lo -40.0011 IC
hi 100.00)0 IC

1.

:2.

=

U-

4-

66
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2. CALIBRATION COMMANDS

.____ CRH Relative humidity calibration

Disconnect the security lock jumperl

C =.'.cr>

With this command the transmitter can be calibrated against a reference. A
one-point calibration can be done against an accurate transfer standard in the
field and a two-point calibration using saturated salt solutions in controlled
conditions. A two-point calibration is performed as follows:

_;_CRH <cr>
P H 12.00 ReEI ? 11.3 :cr>
Press any Pey when ready ...
RH : 76.00 Ref2 ? 75.5 <cr>

In one-point offset correction, the Ref2 prompt is acknowledged with <or>:

>CRH <Cr>
RH : 12.80 ReEl ? 11.3 <cr>
Press any key when ready ...
RH : 75.50 Ref2 ? <cr>

If the stabilization of the sensor to the humidity in the calibrator needs to be
monitored, the measurement output can be repeated by giving command c<cr>
at Ref I and Ref2:

>CRH <Cr>
RH 12.00 ReEl ? c <cr-
RH 11.70 Refl ? c <cr>
RH 11.50 Refl ? 11.3 <cr>
Press any key when ready
RH : 76.00 Ref2 7 75.5 <cr>

FCRH Relative humidity calibration after sensor change

Disconnect the security lock jumperi

After humidity sensor change the transmitter must be calibrated using this
command and the calibration must be done at two reference points. The cali-
bration is performed as follows:

>PCRH <Cr>
RH : 1.90 Refl ? 11.3 <cr>
Press any key when ready ...
RH : 76.30 ReE2 ? 74.9 <cr>
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The command can also be divided into to,= command;. so the computer can be
used for other purposes while %rairing for "ie sen3or to stabilize to tCe higher
humidity.

>FCF.li I .*cr>- .•

PH J.9, Fi i1.3 <cr> j

. <=r> ...
Ri 7 .30 RefZ' 7.1.9 <cc>

If the stabilization of the sensor to the humidity in the calibrator needs to be
monitored, the measurement output can be repeated by giving command c<cr>
at Refi and ReM2:

>PCRH <cr>
RH 12.00 ReEl 7 c .:c,>
RH 11.70 Refl ? c -cr>
"PH 11.50 Refl ? 11.3 <cr>

.:.. Press any key when ready
'Rf : 76.00 Ref2 ? 75.5 <cr>

CT Temperature calibration of the humidity sensor head

Disconnect the security lock jumperl

With this command the humidity sensor head can be calibrated against an
accurate reference, such as a Pt 100 simulator. A two-point calibration is per-
formed as follows:

>C'C <or>
T : 0.80 ReEl ? 0.0 <cr>
Press any key when ready ...
T : 56.20 Ref2 ? 55.0 <cr>c

In one-point offset correction, the Ref2 prompt is acknowledged with <cr>:

>.CT <cr>
T : 0.80 Refl ? 0.0 <cr>
Press any key when ready ...
T 7 75.50 Ret2 ? <Cr>

If the stabilization of the sensor to the temperature of the calibrator or the ref-
erence needs to be monitored, the measurement output can be repeated by giv-
ing command c<cr> at Ref) and Ref2:

>CT <Cr>
T : 0.80 Refl ? c <cr>,
T : 0.40 Reft ? 0.00 <cr>
Press any key when ready ...
T : 56.20 ReE2 ? 55.0 <cr>
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CTA Temperature calibration of the optional T sensor head''

Disconnect the security lock jumperl

IffA '<cr>:-

With this command the optional temperature sensor head can be calibrited
against an accurate reference. such as a Pt 100 simulator. A two-point
calibration is performed as follows:

>CTA <cr,
Ta : 0.80 Refl ? • 0.0 <cr>
Press any key when ready ...
Tra : 56.20 Ref2 ? 55.0 <c'>

In one-point offset correction. the Ref2 prompt is acknowledged with <cr>:

>CTA <e.
Ta : 0.30 Refl ? 1).1) <Cr>
Press any key when ready ...
Ta : 75.50 Ref2 ? <cr>

If the stabilization of the sensor to the temperature of the calibrator or the rer-
erence necds to bc monitored, the measurement output can be repeated by giv-
ing command c<cr> at Retl and Ref2;

>CTA <cr>
Ta 0.80 ReEl ? c <cr>
Ta 0.40 Refi ? 0.00 <cr>
Press any key when ready ...
I'r 56.20 Ref2 ? 55.0 <cr>

ACAL Calibrating the analogue outputs

Disconnect the security lock jumpedi

Calibrates the outputs selected on channels I and 2. The output is measured and
the measured values (mA or V) entered as calibration coefficients.

For example, calibrating the outputs when 0...10 V signal has been selected on )
both channels (set with AMODE command)

>ACAL <cr>
Chl U1 (V I ? 0.123 <cr>
Chl U2 (V ) ? 9.98 <cr>
CMi2 U1 (V I ? 0.120 <cr>
Ch2 U2 (V ? ? 9.98 <cr>
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L Outputting linear correction coefficients

L <cr>"

4With the help of command L the user can check how the transmitter has been
adjusted after it has been calibrated at the factory.

5L <Cr>
PH offset 0.000
RH gain 1.000
Ts offset 0.000
Ts gain 1.000
Ta offset 0.000
Ta gain 1.000

where: Ts = temperature of the humidity sensor head
Ta = temperature of the temperature sensor head

LI Entering linear correction coefficients

Disconnect the security lock jumper

The LI command is one way of calibrating the transmitter.

>,tX <Cr>

RH offset : 0.000 ? 0.1 <cr>
RH gain : 1.000 ? <cr,
Ta offset : U.000 ? <cr>
TS gain : 1.000 ?
Ta offset : 0.000 ? -0.05
Ta gain : 1,000 ?

where: Ts = temperature of the humidity sensor head
Ta = temperature of the temperature sensor head

The factory settings are offset 0 and gain I. The transmitter can be returned to
its factory calibration by giving these values.

NOTE

The temperature unit in offset correction is always de-
grees Centigrade, even if the transmitter is using non-
metric units (Fahrenheit) in its measurement output.
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3. OUTPUT VIA THE SERIAL BUS

R Starting the measurement output 1*-

Starts output of measurements to the peripheral devices (PC display or printer);
output interval is set with command INTV. The output format depends on the
transmitter configuration and variables used. The sequence, however, is always
the same: relative humidity, temperature, dewpoint temperature. absolute
humidity, mixing ratio, wet bulb temperature and dewpoint difference. An
example:

PH= 43.0 %R11 T. 21.0 'C Tdp- 8.0 IC x= 6.7 g/kg Tw= 13.1 'C
<Ce,>< 1f>

When the transmitter sends out the readings, the serial interface doxes nut euho
any commands; the only command that can be used is S (stop).

The output mode can be changed with command FORM.

S Stopping the measurement output

Ends the RUN state; after this command all other commands are available.

SEND Outputting a reading once

AA-z
•. ... ••,• SE__D •cr'(, In STOP, b• e ,,,, ... ,,,

or

aa address of the transmitter when more than one transmitter is .1 '
connected to a serial bus (0O... 99; set with command ADDR)

Outputs the current measurement readings via the serial line. The output format
depends on which parameters the transmitter can output. Output types are:

"Td=999.9 'C*, <cr><lf"
R11=999.9 %RH T-999.9 'C Td=9999.9 °c.<cr><If>
Td=999.9 x=999.9 g/kg*,<cr><1f; ,4

"RI1=999.9 %R11 T=999.9 'C Td-9999.9 °C a=9999.9 gQ/3 x=9999.9
gfkg Tw=999.9 1C.,<cr>.:le>

The output mode can be changed with command FORM.
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DSEND Outputting readings of all connected transmitters once

SMDSEND <cr>

All transmitters connected to the serial bus send their addresses and current
measurement readings in a sequence defined by their addresses. After receiving
DSEND command a transmitter sets a delay time according to its address value
and sends the data after this delay. DSEND works also in POLL mode. With
this command the user can. for example, easily find out the addresses or the
transmitters.

The output when four transmitters with addresses 4, 5, 10. 33 have been con-
nected to the serial bus:

>dserld <cr>
4 14.43 %Rfl
5 22.7 IC

10 14.99 %R11
33 22.3 'C

ERRS Outputting error messages

During operation, error messages are not automatically output through the se-
rial interface. If there is any reason to doubt that there is something wrong with
the transmitter, possible error messages can be output with command ERRS.

If there are no error messages, only a prompt is displayed:

>ERRS <cr>

If errors have occurred, the transmitter outputs the error code (see Appendix 4
for error messages):

>ERRS <cr>
E40 f ( allI out of range
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ECHO Turning the serial interface echo ON/OFF

ECHOxxx <cr>•

xxx ON or OFF

When the echo is off, the commands given through the serial interface or the
prompt > cannot be seen on the display.

When the serial interface is in half-duplex mode, the echo is always oft. Even
then the ECHO command can indicate that echo is on.

INTV Setting the output Interval for the RUN mode

• . .. M ':

xxx = output interval (0...255)
0: no pause between outputs

yyy = unit (s, nin or h)

II

Sets the output interval when the transmitter outputs measurement readings to a
peripheral device.

For example, the currently valid settings are output with:

>INTV <cr>
Output intrv. : 0 min

When this is changed into 10 minutes, the command is:

>INTV 10 <cr>
Output Lntrv. : 10 min

The unit is changed into seconds with:

>INTV S <cr>
Output intrv. : 10 s

The change can also be done with one conimand:

>INTV 10 S <cr>
Output intrv. 10 s
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FORM Setting the output format

FORM <cr>

?XXL...JLKt• ? zzz...zzz <cr'>

xxx ... xxx -

zzz ... zzz -

old format
new format

The FORM command sets the format of the outputs generated in RUN state and
by SEND command. Please note that capital .and small letters have different
meanings.

\UU..UU\ relative humidity
\TT..TT' temperature

3.DD..DD\ dewpoint temperature

kAA..AA\ absolute humidity
tXX..XX\ mixing ratio
\WW..WW\ wet bulb temperature
Vldd..d\ dewpoint difference
\uu..uu\ unit according to the preceding variable
Xm line feed <If>
Vr carriage return <cr>
Vt horizontal tabulation <ht> or <tab>

For example:

format
\UUU.UU\ \+T1!.Tr\'.r
\TTT.T\ \tiu\\r\n
\UtJU.U\ \ttuu\\i.DO.D\ \uu\\r

100.00 +99.99 <cr>
15.2 'C <cr><If>
46.9 %Rt! +10.8 'C <rr>

Any text can be written in the command and it appears in the output. For ex-
ample:

tul: \lUUu.U\ T: \+TT.TT\\r Rft: 54.0 T: +25 <Cr>

The format can be deleted by giving \ as a parameter:

>FORM \<cr> Note. only one space before \ and none after

or

>FORM <Cr>

?\<crý

An example of a format suitable for use in Microsoft Excel spreadsheets:

>FORM <cr>
*XcX.. .-x:'
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Th1- outpuL i3 then:

J7.,1<cab> 22.4 <t.ai*- 1U.6 <tt-ý 3.4 <tab> 6A( <'•:S:.4
Adintmf>

F'TIME Adding time to output

_xxx = ON or OFF

When FTIME is activated, the current time is output at the beginning of the
output line. The time is set with command TIME. After RESET or power on the
current time is 00:00:00.

Activating the time output

>ftime on
Formi. time OH

>intv 5 s sctting the output interval
Output intrv. : 5 s
>r
09:31:13 RHi= 19.4 %RH T= 26.0 'C
09:31:18 RH= 19.4 %RU T= 26.0 'C
09:31:23 Rif= 19.8 %RH T= 26.0 'C
09:31:28 RH= 19.6 %RH T= 26.0 'C
09:31:33 RH= 19.5 %RH T= 26.0 'C09:31:38 RH= 19.5 %RH! T- 26.0 'C

Inactivating the time output

>ELime oHE
Form. time : OFF

RH= 19.4 %Rft T= 26.1 'C
Rif= 19.8 %RH T= 26.1 'C
RH> 20.6 %Rfl T= 26.1 'C
ni. 20.5 %RH It 26.1 "C
RH= 19.9 %RtJ T= 26.1 'C
RHi 19.6 %RH T= 26.1 'C

FDATE Adding date to output

* ' *. ' " 2,.

p.xxx = ON or OFF
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When FDATE is activated, the current date is output at the beginning of the
output line. The time is set with command DATE. After RESET or power on
the current date is 1991-01-001.

Activating the date output

>Edate on
Form. date Off

1995-U3-10 PH= 21.1)% .H r= 26.0 'C
1995o03-10 RH- 21.3 1RH T= 26.0 'C
1995-03-10 RHP 23.1 %Ri T-= 26.0 'C
1995-03-10 PH= 22.2 2PJi T= 26.0 'C
1995-03-10 RH= 20.6 %P.H T= 26.0 'C

Inactivating the date output

• .fdt e o, ft
Form. date OFF

RPl= 20.2 %RH T= 26.0 'C
Rif= 19.9 %RH T= 26.0 'C
Rif= 19.8 %RH T- 26.0 'C
Rif= 19.7 %RP, T= 26.0 'C
RHi 19.7 %Rif T= 26.0 'C

SERI Serial bus settings

b = bauds (300,600, 1200, 2400,4800, 9600)
p = parity (n = none, e = even. o = odd)
d = data bits (7 or 8)
s = stop bits (I or 2)
x = duplex (H = half, F = full)

Giving the command on its own outputs the current settings:

>SERI <cr>
4800 E 7 1 FOX

The settings can be changcd one parameter at a time or all parameters at once:

>SERY. 0 H <cr> changing parity and duplex
4800 0 7 1 NOX

>SERI 600 N 8 1 F <cr> changing all parameters
600 N 8 1 FDX

NOTE

The serial bus settings become effective only after reset.
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Thz- processor does not allow che following combinations:

# no parity, 7 data bits, I stop bit: if this combination is given the
HMP243 programme will change the number of stop bits to 2

• even or odd parity, 8 data bits, 2 stop bits: if this combination is given
the programme changes the number of stop bits to I

When the half-duplex mode is set, it will automatically turn the echo off. Even
then the ECHO command can indicate that echo is on.

UNIT Selecting the output units

UNITx~c-.

x =m(etric units) n(on-metric units)

zI
metric units non-metric

units
RH %RH %RH
T cC OF
Td 0C OF

dT °C OF

a glm3  gr/ft3

x gg gr/lb
Tw °C _ _

-or example, the command for setting the non-metric units is:

>UNIT N <Cr>
Output units : non metric

When the' command is given with no parameters, the transmitter outputs the
:urrently valid setting.

%DDR Setting the transmitter address

aa = address (0...99)

he address is used when more than one transmitter is connected to one serial
'us. The ADDR command makes it possible to communicate with one
ransmitter at a time in POLL state.

'or example, transmitter is given address 99

>ADDf, <cI:>
Address : .2..6 99 <cr>

V
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When asking the curreta address. no address number is given:

>ADOF.D cr;.

A.ddres : 2 7 ccr>

FROST Setting the calculation. mode

I Disconnect the security lock Jumped!

~1*

C

2,

* Ii .~,.

..... . . .. FROST ON/OFFc> . "

This command is used to select whether the transmitter calculates the frostpoint
(default) or the dewpoint reading at dewpoint temperaturcs below 0 'C. Select
FROST ON for frostpoint and FROST OFF for dewpoint calculations. For
example:

>Frost <cr>
Frost Ott
>Frost off
Frost OFF
>Frost on
Frost on

RESET Resetting the transmitter

Resets the transmitter. All settings that have been changed remain in the mem-
ory even after reset or power failure.

3.1 Operation modes

SMODE Setting the serial Interface

xxxx STOP, RUN or POLL

In STOP mode: measurements output only by command, all commands can be
used

In RUN mode: outputting automatically, only command S can be used

In POLL mode: measurements output only with command SEND. When in
POLL mode. the output state is changed as follows:
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... : OPEN aa <cr> "" :

"" -".' " " ,$ODE xvxv<cr,>••

X1 = address of the transmitter
xxxA = STOP, RUN or POLL

The OPEN command sets the bus temporarily in STOP MODE so that the
SMODE command can be given. For example:

>StIODE -ccr> which nmde is In use at the moment
Serial moda STOP
>SflODE S't4)P .:cr> setting STOP mode
Serial mode STOIP

OPEN & CLOSE

OPEN ..r> . ...

ru = address of the transmitter (0...99)

In STOP mode: command OPEN has no effect, CLOSE sets the transmitter in
POLL mode

In POLL mode: command OPEN sets the transmitter temporarily in STOP
mode, command CLOSE returns the instrunent to POLL mode

When more than one transmitter is connected to the same serial bus, the POLL
mode makes it possible to communicate with the transmitters. For example, a
relative humidity calibration is performed at transmitter 2 (<bel> = ASCII 7):

>OPEN 2 <cr>
<cr><lf> 'lIMP nn line opened for operator conmiands'
<cr><l f><lf><bel>
.>CRH <cr>

> L)SE <cr>
<cr><lf> 'line closed, <cr><lf>
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4. OTHERS

ITEST Testing the analogue outputs

ITEST <cr>

or

S.ITESTab.<cr,,. M

a = current/voltage of channel I
b = current/voltage of channel 2

"I The operation of the analogue outputs can be tested by forcing the outputs to
given values which can then be measured with a current/voltage meter from the
analogue outputs. The response to ITEST command gives six out-
puts/parameters. Only the first two are relevant; they show the channel current
or voltage in mA or V. The other four figures contain information for service
purposes only.

Examples:

* reading the channel outputs and parameters
>Utest <or>

1.9438 2.3483 1.00694 10.64634 1.97374 2.17665

* forcing outputs 0.5 V and 4 V to channels I and 2
>itest 0.5 4 <cr>

0.5000 4.0000 1.00694 10.62970 1.23336 3.01722

- releasing the forced control and reading the outputs
>itest <cr>

1.9427 2.3392 1.00731 10.62428 1.97157 2.16978

FILT Setting the averaging time

[Disconnect the security lock Jumper,

nnnn = averaging time (0 - 1024 seconds)

This command is used to set and inspect the averaging time during which the
individual measurement samples are integrated to get an averaged reading. The
time can be set in seconds within the range of 0 - 1024 (0 = no averaging time).

9
U
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For example:

>,.rx'- <.cr>
Filter (Si: 6 l 2024

>.FILT1 100 <cr>.
Filter (S): 100

PRES Setting the pressure for mixing ratio and wet bulb
temperature calculations

•. PES ppp.pp <Cr"

pppp.pp= pressure (bPa)

The atmospheric pressure has an effect. on mixing ratio and wet bulb
temperature. Therefore, accurate calculations can be achieved only when the
ambient pressure is taken into consideration. The pressure is used for pressure
compensation of the HUMICAPA sensor in order to ensure the best possible
measurement accuracy.

When the command is given, the transmitter first gives the currently used
pressure; after this a new value can be entered or the old one acknowledged.

>PRES <cr>
Pressure : 1013.25 ? 1000.00 <cr>

When the currently used pressure is known, a new pressure can also be entered
directly:

>PRES 1010 <cr>
Pressure 1010

NOTE

If the pressure setting is frequently adjusted. e.g. by
using an external barometer as a pressure input source,
the command XPRES is recommended.

7-
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XPRES Setting the pressure for mixing ratio and wet bulb
temperature calculations temporarily

"X"PRES pppp.pp <cr> .

pppp.pp= pressure (hPa)

The function and format of XPRES are the same as those of the PRES com-
mand cxcept that by using XPRFS the setting is valid only until a reset is given
or power is turned off or pressure is set to zero using XPRES. After this the
pressure stored using command PRES is valid again.

CMATE Entering calibration date

.~ 'A

'.~ .~.v*.
2;CDATE-ixxx ;ecr , *: -

xxxxxx calibration date (O00010...991231)

When the latest calibration date has to kept in memory, it is entered as follows:

* -COATB 940506 <Cr>

I" the command is given without the date, the transmitter outputs the latest
calibration already in memory.

ý-CDATE -Cr>
940420

The date can be given in any format; however, the maximum number of digits
is six.

DATE Setting the date

For example, to enter a new date:

>DATE <cr>
Current date is 1993-01-30
Enter new date (yyyy-mm-dd) 1993-06-12 <Cr>

When the current date is asked, the new date is passed with <cr>.
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TIME Setting the time

TINE <cr>.

For example. to enter a new time:

.-TIME <,:rt.
Current time is 01:35:54
Enter new time (hh:mm:ss) : 13:25:56 <cLr

When the current time is asked, the new time is passed with <cr>.

VERS Name and version of the programme

'V is<r>

For example:

>VERS <cr>
HMP 240 / x.yy

where x.yy is the programme version.

? Outputting the transmitter settings

For example:

>? <cr>
HHP 240 / 1.02
CPU serial nr : 0
Keyboard type 0
Address : 7
Output units metric
Baud P D S 4800 C? 71 FDX
Serial mode STOP
Output intrv. 0 min
Mtim : 32
Pressure : 1013.25
Analog outputs

Chl 0.00 ... 10.00 V
Ch2 0.00 ... 10.00 V
Chl ( RH lo 0.000 %RH
Chl ( RH ) hi 100.000 %RH
Ch2 (T I lo -20.000 'C
Ch2 CT ) hi 180.000 'C

Transducer
PRB serial nr 0
Calibr. date 0

K'.
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Outputting tne transmitter settings also In POLL mode

S "7:?? <Cr,>

Command ?? outputs the same information as command ? but it works also
when the transmitter has been set to POLL mode. However. if there are more
than one addressed transmitters connected to the serial bus. they all will re-
spond at the same time and the output on the screen will be chaotic.

A
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I. INSTALLATION '1

Switch th-- transmitter off.

Resistors R2. R3 and R4 between connectors X4 and X5 in the component
board in the cover of the transmitter are removed with side-cutting pliers. Tile
module is plugged in connectors X4 and X5 on the main board of the
HMP243 transmitter; connector XI on the module board to connector X4 and

connector X2 to connector X5.

jumtitef , SP2) oiod.3 for ste
• ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ C PS:•.. I . ".'r - ") R485/422sordlb,, msnodule,

" ".. NOTE? If the transmitter is NOT at the on1 forf the bus OR the line has a dynamic lnej
.. I I,_nt Itermination, the resistors R3 and R6 have

I- o to be removedt

C" t. "...

cot jCa R

Cut off 1. rtesistors F13, H and R4 on the main board,

New signal names for X6 screw termint are on the module.

Foltow the Instictiorm on Vhe module:
X1 to X4 and
X2 to X5 on the motht board

Connect the data wires to screw terminal X6 on the main board. Switch the
power on.

an -
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2. OPERATION

The HIMP243 transmitter can either be given an address or operated without
an address. Both single and dual loop wiring with half duplex connection can
be used. No address Is needed when only one HMP243 transmitter i3 used:
when several transmitters are connected to the same line, each transmitter
must be given an address in the initial configuration.

A single transmitter can get its operating voltage from the master or it can
have its own (floating) power supply.

The serial line structure is a parallel interfaced chain (daisy chain). At the end
of the serial line there must be an HMP243 transmitter, dynamic line adapter
(120 ohm resistor in series with a 33 nF capacitor) or line master. If a branch
line is made with a junction box. the branch should be shorter than 3 meters.

When connecting the device, follow the instructions given in the figure in
Chapter 1.

.* I
flOST cOMPUTE~

I RX to[

SINGLE LOOP WIRING
TWiSTED PAIR WIRING --- -- -----

*I"

I IXLO

- - --. - -- P243a rajwriitef
I~ I to npieces

I -- - - - - - -

)UAL LOOP WIRING

'WSTED PAIR WIRING

NOTE: DYNAMIC LINE TERMINATION
REQUIRED IF No DEVICE
AT THE END OF -tE BUS.

011.0.

r0111p ' I I.
.. AL~...f ji

- b

1
I- --- - - - ----

I Ii O I
-- I x- -l ---

-1- - 1211

, )I )t•
*,Ib'''

b4P243 tranamitta
to n pieces p.

NOTE: DYNAMIC LINE TERMINATION
REQUMl'D IF NO DEVICE
AT THE END OF THE BUS.

I 12 A
-1204 bSIF

-I.,4
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The RS 435/422 module has separate lines for transmitting and receiving, but
they can be connected together with jumpers. Dual loop conne.ction is the
factory setting: when a single loop connection is used, the positiona of jump-
ers in connector X4 on the module must be changed.

The [If of the receiving line is approx. 0.6 V and its LO is approx. 0 V in or-
der to reduce noise on the lines when no data is transferred (idling). Both lines
are terminated with a 120 ohm resistor in series with a 33 nF capacitor. When
operating the transmitter through a single pair. only one line terminal
impedance is in use. The line must not be terminated with a resistor alone, as
the power consumption increases too much.

The data lines can withstand short circuit to ground and to each other. They
do not survive connection of supply voltage to the data lines.

The module must be mounted on the main board in the right direction. If
mounted in the wrong direction or to the wrong pins. the module will not
break but it does not work.
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3. NETWORK CONFIGURATION

3.1. Single loop operation

Bi-directional data on one pair is one of the great advantages of the RS 485
line. Set jumpers in connector X4 on the module board as shown in the figure
below.

X4X

This jumper setting connects RX HI to TX HI and RX LO to TX LO and se-
lects only one common line termination. The HI and LO terminals of the RX
pair can now be used for operation.

Supplying power from the same end to the whole network prevents common

mode voltages from rising too high (over 7 V).

" Connect wires to the transmitter's serial connector.

• Check the wiring.

The following procedure must be repeated with all transmitters.

" Open the transmitter cover.

" Pull out the RS 485/422 serial port module, if it is already mounted.

" Set the serial port of the terminal to 4800 baud, even parity, seven
data bits and one stop bit, full duplex (4800 E 7 1 FDX).

RX Wo'rX
• - n" 0 0 0 -..

X17

• The serial settings of the transmitter must also be 4800 E 7 t FDX
and the transmitter must be in STOP mode. If these factory settings
have been changed, they must be returned. Connect the RS 232C port
of the terminal to connector X17 on the top of the main board and
switch the power on.
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Set the address of th. transmitter. you can choose any number
between I and 99. In this example the address is 22:

* Set the serial bus settings according to your network specifications.
This setting will become valid after next RESET or power off:

,.S.jti 21"00 e 7 I h
21qn 2 7 1 ti.:

* Set the transmitter in POLL mode:

Sk.l.t mode ! POLL

NOTE I

The SMODE command must be given last.

NOTE 2

The transmitter outputs no prompt (>) after the SMODE
POLL command and it only reacts to commands which
include its address.

* Check that the transmitter responds to its address:
,z4nd 22
R11- 24.4 %Inf T. 29.1 'C

* Disconnect the terminal.

* Check that the jumpers in connector X4 are in the right places.

11 X 2

X4

* Remount the RS 485/422 serial module.

& Close the cover.
* When all transmitters on the network have been configured. switch

them off.
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3.2. Dual loop operation .

The following procedure must be repeated with all transmitters.

* Open the transmitter cover.

• Pull out the RS 485/422 serial port module, if it is ah'eady mounted.

* Set the serial port of the terminal to 4800 baud, even parity, seven
_data bits and one stop bit, full duplex (4800 E 7 1 FDX).

* The serial settings of the transmitter must also be 4800 E 7 I FDX
and the transmitter must be in STOP mode. If these factory settings
have been changed, they must be returned. Connect the RS 232C port
of the terminal to connector X17 on the top of the main board and
switch the power on.

When dual loop is used, thie junipers in cunnectur X4 on the moidule board
must be as shown below.

,_•X1 X2

X4

X4

, Set the address of the transmitter; you can choose any number
between 1 and 99. In this example the address is 22:

,-ddc 22

Addc,3• : 22

.______ * Set the serial bus settings according to your system. This setting will
become valid after next RESET or power off:

>saai 2400 a '1 1
2400 £ 7 2 FOX

1 Switch echo on:
=41mmm• echo on=

CHIO I ON

* Change the serial output mode into POLL:
,.Niaod e POL L
ScrLi~ll mO'u : pOC-r-

NOTE1

The SMODE command must be given last.

9.
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NOTE 2
WA The transmitter outputs no prompt 4>) after the SNIODE

POLL command and ik only reacts to commands which
include its address.

Check that the transmitter responds to its address:

!.I VW T, 29. 'IC

" Disconnect the terminal.

" Check that the jumpers in connector X4 are in the right place

,•:21:•;%. :7

X4

* Remount the RS 485/422 serial module.
* Close the cover.

• Repeat this setting procedure with each transmitter.
* When all transmitters on the network have been configured, switch

them off.
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4. CHECKING THE SERIAL PORT NETWORK OPERATION

teitsurement readings are normally asked with the transmitter in POLL
mode; the command must include the address of the transmitter. If the settings
of the transmitter need to be changed, the transmitter is switched to STOP
mode with command OPEN; commands can then be given without address.
When the line to the transmitter is closed, it returns to POLL mode.

STOP mode

Open the line to the transmitter:

opesn 22<ccz.
114, 22 line, openred lo operator eoarnands

Transmitter no. 22 is now temporarily set to STOP mode; it accepts com-
mands sent without address until CLOSE command is given. Individual set-
tings can now be easily modified. Do not open more than one line at a time.

Use command ? to find out the settings of the active transmitter:

7cr
IM4' 240 / 1.02
CPU serial nr 0
I:eyboacd type : 0B
Addvoss . 7
0u" tut uniLs I suetric

Baud P D S : 4800 Z 7 I1FPX

M.srial moid. STOP
nitpur iorrv. . 0 min
1, i. 32
Pressure 1013.25
An alog outputs
Chl 0.00 ... 10.00 V
Ch2 0.00 ... 10.00 V
Chl I R1 1 Io 0.000 tRIn
Chl A 1ll ) hi 100.000 Intl

Ch2 ( T I to -20.000 'C
Cli? T hi 190.000 -C

Transducer

PRI serial nr , 0
Cr:lib,". date a 0

When the necessary settings have been given, close the line to transmitters
(the command closes all open lines):
>croso

line closed

CLOSE command is always given without address. If no line is open, there
will be no response to the CLOSE commands.

POLL mode

If a transmitter has been set to POLL mode. it will respond only to commands
sent with its address:

send 22
OH. 24.41 111 T. 29.1 " A
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Addresses from I to 99 can be used. Accordilng to the RS 485/422 standard a
maximum of 32 devices can be connected on same bu.-. but the number can be
increased if" the line length and/or baud rate is reduced.

More than one baud rate can be used on an RS 485 line. E.g. the host of the
line can use different baud rates with different devices (this makes it possible
to use the same address for several devices).

The line terminations must be dynamic; e.g. an RC circuit is used instead of a
simple resistor termination. Each RS 485 module has a dynamic line termina-
tion so it can be used at the end of a line.

RS 485 network settings

¶

-A

HMP243 settings J Single pair Dual pair
Full duplex/half duplex HDX FDX
Echo on/off OFF ON

Terminal settings Single pair Dual pair
Line feed after carriage re- yes no
turn
IiDXIFDX FDX FDX

When terminal is set to general <If> (line feed) after <cr> (carriage return),
the listings will have two line feeds where also the HMP243 transmitters send
line fecd.

=
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5. SPECIFICATIONS

Connections
on the main board

Assembly

Board dimensiuns

Operating mode
(single or dual pair wiring)

Network:
network type
cable type
line length max.
number of devices
data speed

operating mode

common mode voltage range

Operating temperature

Storage temperature

Berg sockets
screw terminals 0.5 mm- wires.
stranded wires recommended

plug-in module

40 x 28 mm

half duplex

daisy chain
twisted pair
1000 in (3000 ft)
32 devices on line
9600 baud max. for 11MP243
transmitters
polling mode
±7 V
-40...+60 *C

•40...+70 *C

j

g
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1.. INSTALLATION

Switch the transmitter off.

Resistors R2. R3 and R4 between connectors X4 and X5 in the component
board in the cover of the transmitter are removed with side-cutting pliers. The
module is plugged in connectors X4 and X5 on the main board of the HMP243
transmitter; connector XI on the module board to connector X4 and connector
X2 to connector X5.

F

... x OrND M~
=I .. C

Wi

£.1.

rnodtje . '

IT .

j

1
P

Connect the data wires to screw terminal X6 on the main board. Switch the
power on.

r-
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2. OPERATION

The H1•.-P43 transmitter can either be given an address or operated without an
address. Both single and dual loop wiring with half duplex connection can be
used. No address is needed when only one HMP243 transmitter is used: when
several transmitters are connected to the same line. each transmitter must be
given an address in the initial configuration.

CA current loop must get its operating voltage from the master or it can have its
own (floating) power supply capable of supplying 15...40 V and 20...30 mA.
Unregulated AC/DC adapter can be used, if the current is limited to 20 mA at
least by a serial resistor.

•. Note.The host computer can restrict the loop supply voltage that can be used;
see computer specifications.

The serial line structure is a serial interfaced chain (daisy chain). At one end of
the serial line there must be a HMFP243 transmitter and at the other end a line
master. A branch line can be made with a junction box.

SINGLE LOOP WIRING

T•tSTT PAM WsIAN

...................

LWOP Iro

-TX. I

DUAL LOOP WIRING

I TX.IX.1J I~tSTED P~in VAFVM

" RF . .. . .

, .•••- '"" • , .r- 'I.

TX I I x

A `x l 1 , m

* - -,' • ,' , *'•

~~ctmnm" = TO Nswrrin

TXtlN 'Y | | ' ( * . iSL,

kO~14TE : ALFDUUD DATA TRANSUMFER.L

HMP 20 DOE~S NOT CCEIVE LPOOLE
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The digital current loop module has separate lines for transmitting and recei'-
ing. Both single loop wiring and dual loop wiring can be used isee figure).
With dual loop connection it is possible to have a few more transmitters on the
same loop pair. The wiring of single loop connection is more simple. Data
transmission is achieved by switching the loop current on and off. t.

Normally current flows through the loop(s) even when the HMPP243 transmitter 9 i
is nvt on. so switching one transmitter oft does not affect the other transmitters 41
on the loop.

When the wires have been connected correctly, the voltage drop from RX+ to
RX- is below 2 V. If the wires RX+ and RX- or TX+ and TX- are connected
incorrectly, the voltage drop from RX+ to RX- or from TX+ to TX- is below I
V and the transmitter does not work. Even then the current goes through the
loop and the other transmitters can be operated normally.

When the loop supply is current limited, the data lines can withstand short cir-
cuit to ground and to each other. They do not survive connection of supply
voltage to the data lines.

The module must be mounted on the main board in the right direction. If
mounted in the wrong direction or to the wrong pins, the module will not break
but it does not work. Reverse wiring of RX+ and RX- or TX+ and TX- does not
affect the module.
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3. NETWORK CONFIGURATION t • i

3.1. Single loop operation .;

Bi-directional data on one pair and galvanic isolation are the advantages of th!
current loop. Single pair/dual pair use is configured through wiring (see figure
on previous page).

Supplying power from the same end to the loops prevents crossover voltages.

* Connect wires to the transmitter's serial connector.

_ Check the wiring.

The following procedure must be repeated with all transmitters.

* Open the transmitter cover.

- 'Pull out the digital current loop module, if it is already mounted.

* Set the serial port of the terminal to 4800 baud, even parity, seven data
bits and one stop bit, full duplex (4800 E 7 1 FDX).

* The serial settings of the transmitter must also be 4800 E 7 1 FDX and
the transmitter must be in STOP mode. If these factory settings have
been changed, they must be returned. Connect the RS 232C port of the
terminal to connector X17 on the top of the main board and switch the
power on.

• I•1 taro~. viX !

3.2. Single loop wiring

* Set the address of the transmitter; you can choose any number between ot
I and 99. In this example the address is 22:

>addr 22
'Address 22

* Set the serial bus settings according to your network specifications.
This setting will become valid after next RESET or power off: ,
>seri 2400 e 7 1 h
2400 E 7 1 HDx

V
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Set the transmitter in POLL mode:

a:iS'- nods- :POLL

NOTE I

The SMODE command must be given last.

NOTE 2

The transmitter outputs no prompt (>. after the SMODE
POLL command and it only reacts to commands which
include its address.

%"'-. *Check that the transmitter responds to its uddriss:

send 22
Pit= 24.4 %RH T= 29.1 'C

* Disconnect the terminal.

* Remount the digital current loop module.

- Close the cover.

* When all transmitters on the network have been configured, switch
them off.

3.3. Dual loop operation

Single pair/dual pair use is configured through wiring (see figure on page 2).

The following procedure must be repeated with all transmitters.

" Open the transmitter cover.

• Pull out the digital current loop module, if it is already mounted.

* Set the serial port of the terminal to 4800 baud, even parity, seven data
bits and one stop bit, full duplex (4800 E 7 1 FDX).

The serial settings of the transmitter must also be 4800 E 7 i FDX and
the transmitter must be in STOP mode. If these factory settings have
been changed, they must returned. Connect the RS 232C port of the
terminal to connector X 17 on the top. or the main board and switch the
power on.

C) Mio 0
X17 f
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3.. Dual loop wiring

- Set the address of the transmitter; you can choose any number between

_______ I and 99. In this example the address is 22:

>addr 22
A.dress 22

* Set the serial bus settings according to your system. This setting will
become valid after next RESET or power off:

>seri 2400 e 7 1 f
2400 E 7 1 FDX

" Switch echo on:

>echo on
ECHO ON

* Change the serial output mode into POLL:~>sn•ide poll
•Serial mode : POLL "NOTE 1

The SMODE command must be given last.

NOTE 2

The transmitter ouiputs no prompt (>) after the SMODE
POLL command and it only reacts to commands which
include its address.

Check that the transmitter responds to its address:

>send 22
RH= 24.4 %RH Tr 29.1 "C

" Disconnect the terminal.

. Remount the digital current loop module.

9 Close the cover.

Repeat this setting procedure with each transmitter

* When all transmitters on the network have been configured, switch
them off.
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4. CHECKING THE SERIAL PORT NETWORK OPERATION

Measurement readings are normally asked with the transmitter in POLL mode:
the command must include the address of the transmitter. If the settings of the
transmitter need to be changed. the transmitter is switched to STOP mode with
command OPEN. commands can then be given without address. When the line
to the transmitter is closed, it returns to POLL mode.

STOP mode

Open the line to the transmitter:

open 22<cr>
HMP 22 line opened for opezetor commands

Transmitter no. 22 is now temporarily set to STOP mole; it accepts commands
without address until CLOSE command is given. Individual settings can now be
easily modified. Do not open more than one line at a time.

Use command ? to find out the settings of the active transmitter:

? <cr>
HMP 240 / 1.02
CPU serial nr 0
Keyboard type 0
Address 7
Output units metric
Baud P D S 4800 E 7 1 FDX
Serial mode S STOP
Output intrv. 0 O min
Mtimf 32
Pressure 1013.25
Analog outputs

Chl 0.00 ... 10.00 V
Ch2 0.00 ... 10.00 V
Chl t Sit ) lo 0.000 %RH
Chl I RH ) hi 100.000 %RH
Ch2 ( T l 1o -20.000 'C
ch2 ( T 3 hi 180.000 "C

Transducer
PRB serial nr 0
Calibr. date 0

When the necessary settings have been given, close the line to transmitters (the

command closes all open lines):

>close
line closed

CLOSE command is always given without address. If no line is open, there will
be no response to the CLOSE commands.

9
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POLL mode

If a transmitter has been set to POLL mode, it will respond only to commands
sent with its address:

send 22FPtI= 24.'1 •s•,H 1'= 29.1 'C

Addresses from I to 99 can be used. According to the 21) mA current loop
standard current flows with no transmission on line. A maximum of 6 devices
can be connected on same single loop line, but the number can be increased to
9 by using dual loop wiring.

More ihan one baud rate can be used on a current loop line. E.g. the host of the
linie can use different baud rates with different devices (this tnakcs it possible
to use the same address for several devices).

Current loop settings

HMP243 settings Single pair Dual pair
Full duplex/half duplex HDX FDX
Flho on/off ueOFF ON

Terminal settings sin le air Dual pair.4
Line feed after carriage return yes no

HLDX/FDX FDX

When terminal is set to general <If> (line feed) after <cr> (carriage return), the
_listings will have two line feeds where also the HMP243 transmitters send line

feed.
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5. SPECIFICATIONS

Galvanic isolation

Loop supply voltage

Loop supply current
must be current limited

Operating loop voltage requircment

Loop current

Connections
on the main board

WM ',

1500 VAC/DC max. ( I min)

40 V max.

20 mA nominal

4 V/each transmitter (TX4IFX-)
on the loop
2 V/each receiver (RX4/RX-)
on the loop.

12...30 mA (space)
0...2 mA (mark)
30 mA max.

Berg sockets
screw terminals 0.5 iron- wires,
stranded wires recommended

plug-in module

40 x 28 mm

half duplex

serial daisy chain
twisted pair
1000 m (3000 ft)
6 devices on line (single loop)
9 devices on line (dual loop)
4800 baud max.
polling mode
250 VAC (I min)

-40...+60 *C

-40...+70 *C

aI

Assembly

Board dimensions

Operating mode
(single or dual pair wiring)

Network:
network type
cable type
line length max.
number of devices

data speed
operating mode
isolation voltage proof

Operating temperature

Storage temperature

I

a
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ERROR MESSAGES

1.1 Errors after reset ............................................................................................ 103

1.2 Errors during operation ................................................................................. 110

0.7
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The HMP243 transmitter goes
power is switched on. When th
the transmitter starts its norm
transmitter outputs an error
checked with command ERRS
current output is selected to be
mA.

The error messages can be divi
and error messages during open

I 1-lI) symbolbs:

41A.. O LED dark

LED blinking

* LED lit

U145en-2.1

through a self-diagnostici procedure when the
ie procedure does not reveal any errors or faults.
al operation. If errors or faults are found, the
message. Possible error message can also be
(see Appendix 1). Note also that if the analogue
4 - 20 mA, in case of error the signai drops to 0

ided into two groups: error messages after reset
ation.

Serial bus

El I ('P1 EEPROM ackn. error

damaged. Send the transmitter to Vaisala for

E12 CPI1 EEPROM checksunm error ,

1.1 Errors after reset

Display

Ell MP [E901
ackn. error

- the CPU hybrid is probably
repair.

E12 CPU EE~IM

- possibly due to an electrical d
incorrect checksum has been st
value (e.g. with command INTV
off and then on again. If the erro
in order. Should the message
Vaisala for repair.

isturbance an erroneous parameter value or an
ored in the EEPROM. Change any parameter
) and give command RESET, or turn the power
ir message no longer appears, the transmitter is
re-appear repeatedly, send the transmitter to
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'21 PRB ElEPRONl si11n. error

- no connection to the EEPROM including calibration information can be
formed. Send the transmittcr to Vaisala for repair.

E)) 1R1 EPIZrONl checkstaumr

ackn. error = EIEPROM is faulty
checksum error = check sum is erroneous

possibly due to an electrical disturbance an erroneous calibration parameter
value or an incorrect checksum has been stored in the EEPROM including the
calibration information. Change any parameter value, e.g. RHi offset: check the
value with command L. write it down and then change it with command LI.
Return the previous value with command LI and give command RESET, or turn
the power off and then on again. If the error message no longer appears, check
the transmitter reading and if it seems to be in order, the transmitter can be
taken into use again. Should the message re-appear repeatedly, send the
transmitter to Vaisala for repair.

The LEDs display these error types as follows:

0j"-67--"- CPU EEPROM error

'000 input hybrid error
0 

I
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1.2 Errors during operation

Two types of errors are possible during operation of the transmitters. The first
type indicates that no frequency comes from the converter.

Display: Serial bus:

! ln
E.10 ffal) out of ranige

- the measurement hybrid is probably damaged. Send the transmitter to Vaisala
for repair. ,

Na

. I E41 f(T) out afrange

- the temperature measurement cannot be completed. Check the temperature
sensor when only a humidity probe is used, and both temperature sensors if also
an additional temperature probe is used. Check also the temperature
measurement wires and their solderings on the component board (TP5,TP6,TP7 -

and TP8 for the humidity probe and TPI, TP3 and TP4 for the additional
temperature probe). If you cannot find any faults, send the transmitter to SI
Vaisala for repair.

E42 f(T2 )wL of rane
E42 f(T2) out or range

- the temperature measurement cannot be completed. Check the temperature
sensor and its solderings. Check the temperature measurement wires and their
solderings on the component board (TP5,TP6,TP7 and TPS). If you cannot find
any faults, send the transmitter to Vaisala for repair.

~E43 f(Rk1 )

ute of range E43 f(RkI ) otot (f range

the temperature measurement cannot be completed. Check the temperature
sensor and its solderings. Check the temperature measurement wires and their
solderings on the component board (TP5,TP6,TP7 and TP8). If you cannot find
any faults, send the transmitter to Vaisala for repair.
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E44 fiRu2 out uor rItnge

- the temperature measurement cannot be completed. Check the temperature
sensor and its solderings. Check the temperature measurement wires and their
solderings on the component board (TP5.TP6.TP7 and TP8). If you cannot find
any faults, send the transmitter to Vaisala for repair.

[ E45 f (tid ) out of range

- the humidity measurement cannot be completed. Check the 8UMICAP sensor
and humidity measurement wires and their solderings on the component board
(TP9,TPIO and TPI 1/15). If you cannot find any faults, send the transmitter to
Vaisala for repair.

E46 f ( IUd24ou nf ran•e
E46 f(Uld2) out orrange

- the measurement hybrid is probably damaged. Send the transmitter to Vaisala
for repair.

E4? f ( Uli
wut oF range

E47 f (tkl ) out of range

- the measurement hybrid is probably damaged. Send the transmitter to Vaisala
for repair.

E48 f( 2 M2out, of" range
E48 f(1lk2) out of range

the measurement hybrid is probably damaged. Send the transmitter to Vaisala
for repair.

The LEI)s display these error types as follows:

ooH no frequency at all1X
O O'* a frequency missing from the RH channel g
OOO• a frequency missing from the T channel
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The second error type indicates erroneous y-values (used in internal calcul,-
tions):

Display: Serial bus:

E51 1 y-value out of range

- the temperature measurement cannot be completed. Check the temperattarc
sensor when only a humidity probe is used, and both temperature sensors if alst;
an additional temperature probe is used. Check also the tempcratuz ,,
measurement wires and their solderings on the component board (TP5.TP6,TP7-
and TP8 for the humidity probe and TPI. TP3 and TP4 for the additioral

S" -temperature probe). If you cannot find any faults, send the transmitter to
Vaisala for repair.

E53 I(1 y-value out of range

- the humidity measurement cannot be completed. Check the HUMICAP sensoZ"
and humidity measurement wires and their solderings on the component board
(TP9.TPIO and TPI 1115). If you cannot find any faults, send the transmitter iLv
Vaisala for repair.

E54 (r2 -vahle
out of rangr--

E54 112 y-value out of range

- the measurement hybrid is probably damaged. Send the transmitter to Vaisala
for repair.

The I ,EDs display these error types as follows:

•'6O00 RH channel y-value out of range

6T channel y-value out of range
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CALCULATION FORMULAS

Calculation

The .H-MP243 transmitter measures relative humidity and temperature. From
these values dewpoint, mixing ratio and absolute humidity are calculated using
the following equatioas:

i=3

L-=

dewpoint:

mixing ratio:

abs61ute humidity:

where 7d =

PM -

R11

.,: p =
Pt ,-

lod ( .

IO'.AP

(I)

x=621.98. RH. ,. (2)
(100. p-P- Ru. ,,."

a 216.68- RH. P.w (3)
100. (t + 273.2)

dewpoint temperature (*C)

partial pressure of saturated water vapour (mbar)

relative humidity (%)

mixing ratio (g/kg)

atmospheric pressure (mbar)

absolute humidity (g/m3 )

L
~ I

= temperature (*C)

The partial pressure of water P,,s is calculated using equation:

3

Oe= T- Y CTz (4)
t=o

where: T = temperature in K

Ci = coefficients

C0  = 0.4931358

C, = -0.46094296 * 10-2

C7 =0.13746454 *10-4

C3 =-0.12743214 * 10-7
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The vapotr pressure (in Pascalsi is calculated using equation:

3

In P., =jb.e'+b4 Jn e

where: bi = coefficients

b.I =-0.58002206 * 104

b0 = 0.13914993 * 101

bi =-0.48640239 * 10-1

b2 = 0.41764768" 10-4

1,3  =-0.14452093 * 10-7

bki = 6.5459673

k~m~

q

The parameters A, mn, and T, depend on temperature according to the follow-
ing table:

[ .. 0 * 61078

10 .. 50 *C .8493
1150 ... 180OCI 6.230f

I7.3313

T.
237.3
229.1
225.0
230.0 I

When Td < 0 and the transmitter is set to
OFF). the parameters are as follows:

A = 6.119866 m = 7.926104

When Td < 0 and the transmitter is set to
ON). the parameters are as follows:

A = 6.1134 m = 9,7911

dewpoint calculation mode (FROST

T, = 250.4138

frostpoint calculation mode (FROST

T, = 273.47
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GENERAL

In some specific applications the sensor gain may decrease gradually due to an
interference caused by some particular chemical present in the ambient isee
figure I). The sensor polymer absorbs the interfering chemical; this reduces the
polymer's ability to absorb water molecules and so decreases the sensor gain.

In re-gaining the interfering chemical is evaporated by heating the humidity
sensor. Automatic re-gaining (if active) takes place repeatedly with time

intervals defined by the user. Re-gaitiing can also be started manually using
either LED. display/keypad or serial commands.

.. .. . - -------------------------.... '----
Calibration

---- ---- ---- --- Values

Re-gaining

"Measured values•) , •" •.._ "_after cheunical

"r ......-------- --------- " ---------- -xposure

Humidity

Figure 1.1 Decrease of the sensor gain due to an interfering chemical and
the effect of the re-gaining process.

Re-gaining option requires that the sensor is protected either with a [PPS grid
with stainless steel netting (part no. 16720HM) or with a stainless steel
sintered filter (part no. 16452).

11. ..8•. . . "' ... . '
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2. TO BE NOTED IN RE-GAINING

Re-gaining cannot be.started automatically or manually unless the security
lock jumper Is on. This prevents automatic re-gaining during a sensor
calibration (when the security lock jumper must be removed). Furthermore. re-
gaining can be started only if the sensor temperature is below 100 OC. At
higher temperatures the chemicals evaporate spontaneously from the sensor,
and the re-gaining is not necessary. The power consumption during re-gaining
is 270 mA maximum (24 VDC).

NOTE

The possible :re-gaining must always take place before a
humidity calibration of the transmitter and not after.
Make sure that the temperature of the composite sensor
has come down to normal temperature before starting a
calibration.

Re-gaining can be automatic or it can be started manually. For automatic re-
gaining, five parameters are stored in the transmitter memory: the re-gaining
interval, the duration of the sensor heating, the settling - cooling - time, the
difference between the current sensor temperature and the ambient temperature
measured before re-gaining and the k parameter (the power level the sensor is
heated at). The parameter values can be changed by the user; however, please
note that it is necessary to remove the security lock jumper first. The factory
settings are:

6
=
=1

Interval min
Duration s
Temp diff
Setti time s
k - t

720
120

0.50
240

95.00

.4
-a

4

=1

H

The time interval between subsequent re-gainings starts at the end of the
settling time.

During heating and settling periods both the analogue and serial outputs as well
as the local display are locked to the values measured before ie-gaining started.
The outputs are released again when the sensor has cooled within the
temperature difference setting or when the, settling period is completed
irrespectively of whether .the sensor has cooled within the temperature
difference or not.

The k parameter should not be changed from 95%. The recommended duration
of heating is 120 s and it should not be altered. The cooling time needed for the
sensor to stabilize to the ambient temperature is strongly dependent on process
conditions, especially on the speed of the air flow around the sensor head.
After the re-gaining has been completed, wait for a few seconds before you
start the measurement.
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3. LED COMMANDS

Re-gaining can be started manually using the LED command 00O0 = lit.
0 = dark). Use the up and down press switches (marked with arrows in the
printed board) to find the command code and acknowledge it with the ENT
switch. The re-gaining parameters stored in the transmitter memory are used.
When re-gaining is over the LEDs are dark again.

' -I I:

: LEDs

DOWN .press switches

OPENED COVER OF THE HMP

Location of the press switches and LEDs
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4. DISPLAY/KEYPAD COMMANDS

Disconnect the sceurity lack jumlper!

MIP24~3
;airda-.

Press the CL key to enter the command mode. Select More from the first menu
using the arrow keys and press ENT key. Select again More from the second
menu and press ENT. The following menu is displayed

Select Regen and press ENT.

To change or inspect the re-gaining parameter settings select Regen. settings and
press ENT. To start re-gaining manually select Regeneration and press ENT.

4.1. Re-gaining parameters

• The re-gaining parameters are displayed in a sequence of

* status of the automatic re-gaining
* re-gaining interval
* duration of heating
* temperature difference

•settling time
• k paramecter

Each setting can be changed by entering a new parameter value using the arrow
keys. After the parameter sequence the menu Regen. settings/Regeneration is
displayed again. If you want to leave the parameters for the main menu, press
CL once or several times. This leaves the rest of the parameters unchanged.

~NOTE

To activate the new parameter settings immediately, the
transmitter must be switched off/on. Otherwise the
transmitter starts re-gaining with new parameters only
when the old re-gaining interval is completed.

121
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Use arrow keys to change the status of the automatic re-gaining and press ENT.

Acknowledge the current setting by pressine E3NT. To change the interval press

CL. Select the ne%r time interval digit by digit with the arrow keys and
acknowledge each digit with ENT key. With CL key you can correct the entry
by deleting the digits one by one. When you have entered the whole time
interval, press ENT for the second time.

[ Iwo
Other re-gaining parameters are acknowledged or changed the same way.
When all the parameters have been changed er acknowledged, the menu Regen.
settings/Regeneration is displayed again.

4.2. Starting re-gaining manually

To start re-gaining manually select Regeneration and press ENT. The following
is displayed

Re•r'hera i .L ,, o i
ano'- kI',- to abla'i't

When the heating is completed or it has been aborted, the settling period begins
and the transmitter returns to the display mode outputting the measured or
calculated values. However, during the settling time or until the temperature
difference is small enough. the display is locked to the values measured before
re-gaining was started. A new re-gaining cannot be started during the settling
period.
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SERIAL COMMANDS

REG Re-gaining settings

REG <cr>

REGnnn<cr. ". *.:."".. .".

nnn = ON or OFF

Command REG is used to check the re-gaining parameter settings and to
activate or inactivate the automatic re-gaining.

Examples: checking ihe current settings

>reg

REG OFF autoniatic re-gaining Is Inactive
Interval min 720
Duration s 120
Temp diff 0.50
Settl time s 240
k% 95.00

activating the automatic re-gaining

>r•g on
REG ON

deactivating the automatic re-gaining

>reg off
REG OFF

CR Re-gaining parameters

Command CR can be used to check the values of re-gaining parameters.

Example:

'cr
interval min 720
Duration S 120
Temp diff 0.50
Settl time s 240
k 95.00

123
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CRI Changing re-gaining parameters

CRT. .r" ""

With command CRT the values of the re-gaining parameters can be changed.

Example: changing the re-gaining interval to 480 min and the settling time
after sensor heating to 360 s

I,

>cri
Interval min
Duration S
Temp diff
Setht time S

720 ? 4CU
120 ?

0.50 ?
240 ? 360

95.00 ?

NOTE

To activate new parameter settings immediately.
command RESET must be given. Otherwise the
transmitter starts the re-gaining with new parameters
only when the old re-gaining interval is completed.

m

Ut

Ut

FST Displaying re-gaining status

nnn ON or OFF

With FST ON the status of the re-gaining is output at the beginning or the

output line.
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Example: activatin_ status display

>fst on lt

Form. stat8'l off

0 0 Rh- 26.8 %PH T= 25.6 'C N=re.gaViningo'"
,I 0 RH, 2V.7 4RP T= 25.6 'C
ti 0 RH= 210. 7 %P.'! T- 25.6 'C
11 0 PH= 20.8 %'PH T= 25.6 'C
H 163 PH% 20.C '.RH T= 25.6 'C H =heatingon. 163
H 163 PH-- 20.8 %P.H T= 25.6 'C dcscribcslheheating
H 163 PH= 20.8 %RH T- 25.6 'C. power
H 163 RH= 20.8 %Rfl T= 25.6 'C
S 163 RH= 20.8 %RH T- 25.6 'C S=settlingpcritwo,
S 163 RHi= 20.8 %RH Tz 25.6 'C
S 163 RH= 20.8 %RH T= 25.6 'C
S 163 Rif=. 20.8 %RH T- 25.6 'C
?I 163 RH-= 20.8 %RH Tr 25.6 'C
Ct 163 pHf. 15.n %RH T= 31.5 'C
11 163 RH' 16.7 %RH T. 30.0 'C
1! 163 RH= 17.4 %PIt Tr 29.1 'C
H 16D RH= 1V .7 %RH T. 28.6 'C II .new heating (new
IH 160 Rit= 17.7 WRH T= 28.6 'C power)

deactivating status display

>fse off
Form. status : OFF
>R= 20.1%RH T= 26.4 'C
RH= 20.2 %RH T= 26.4 'C

RH= 20.1 %RH T= 26.4 'C

RHi= 20.2 2RH T= 26.4 'C V-
REGEN Starting re-galning manually

_. 4.+
Re-gaining can also be started manually with command REGEN. The current
re-guining parameters (duration and settling times stored with commnand CR1)
arc used.

* Example: starting re-gaining

>regen
Regeneration started, press any key to abort

The prompt V' appears when the heating period is over. However, the
transmitter outputs are locked to values measured before re-gaining until the
settling time is over.

I
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Ennmple:

>r -g ýn
r.egeaecstiýýn 3t:artcd,

>r
S '162 Ptl= 26.6 !kPH T= 26.E

1 ;~ t'- = :0.1) WF -1 6.
S12i~h= 2, 0.f. Q :h T= j 6.~

U 1G2 P~i' 1 R. 4 Wh~ T= 27.7

t; 162 F. H 18.5 2 PH T= 27.C
N 162 PHj 16.8 %PH T= 27.5

heahing is finishred.
sealting itnwim 61 on wi
outputs are locked

settling himeh is uwanE~id
outputs arc~ r~cascd

• ,7
s g-,

',2

:1.

a

'-.1~'*.*.

Re-gaining can not be started if automatic re-paining (heating/cooling) is on,
the temperature of the sensor exceeds 100 °C or the security lock jumper is off.
In these cases the 'Regeneration started...' text ii not output by the transmitter
but the prompt '>' appears immediately.

Example:

>regen

It 162
it 162
It 162

4-,

I7

RII= 19.7 %1?H T- 26.4 "C
RF1- 19.7 tF.tt T. 26.4 ,C
RH= 19.7 %R1 T- 26.4 'C

forced re-gaining failhd
as nutoimatic re-gaining
(beating) is going on
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VYAISflLA

WARRANTY

4.

Vaisala hereby represents and warrants all Prod-
uct.; manufactured by Vaisala and sold
hereunder to b.: fr.e front d&tects in
workmanship or material during a period of
twelve (12) months fron the date of delivery
save for products fur which a special warranty iu
given. If any Product proves however to be
defective in workmanship or material within the
period herein provided Vaisala undertakes to the
exclusion of any other remedy to repair or at its
own option replace the defective Product or part
thereof free of chatge and otherwis .on the same
condition. as for the original Product or part
with,,nt extension to original warranty time.
Defrective part., replaced in accordance with this
clause shall be placed at the disposal of Vaisala.

Vaisala also warrants the quality of all repair
an:d service works performed by its employees
to products sold by it. In case the repair or
service works should appear inadequate or
faulty and should this cause malfunction or
nonfunction of the product to which the service
was performed Vaisala shall at its free option
either repair or have repaired or ieplace the
product in question. The working hour's used by
employees of Vaisala for such ...repair or
replacement shall be free of charge to the client.
This service warranty shall be valid for a period
of six (6) months from the date ihe service
measures were completed. .

a) normal wear and tear or accident:

b) misuse or other unsuitable or
unauthorizcd use of the Product or negligence or
error in storing, maintaining or in handling the
Product or any equipment thereof;

c) wtong installation or assembly or failure
to service the Product or otherwise follow
Vaisala's service instructions including any
repairs or installation or assembly or service
made by unauthorized personnel not approved
by Vaisala or replacements with parts not
manufactu.ed or supplied by Vaisala;

d) modifications or changes of the Product
as well as any adding to it without Vaisala's
prior authorization;

e) other factors depending on the Customer
ora third party.

Notwithstacding the aforesaid Vaisala's liability
under this clause shall not apply to any defects
arising out of materials, designs or instructions
provided by the Customer.

This warranty is expressly in lieu of and
excludes ail other conditions, warranties and
liabilities, express or implied, whether under
law, statute or otherwise, including without
limitation ANY IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF
MERCHANTABILITY OR OF FITNESS FOR
A PARTICULAR PURPOSE and'all other
obligations and liabilities of Vaisala or its
representatives with respect to any defect or
deficiency applicable to or resulting directly or
indirectly from the Products supplied hereunder,
which obligations and liabilities are hereby
expressly cancelled and waived. Vaisala's
liability shall under no circumstances exceed the
invoice price of any Product for which a
warranty claim is made, nor shall Vaisala in any
circumstances be- liable for lost profits or other
consequential loss whether direct or indirect or
for special damages.

-- k
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This warranty is. however subject to following
conditions:

a) A substantiated written claim as to any
alleged defects shall have been received by

S Vaisala within thirty (30) days after the defect
or fault became known or occurred, and

b) the allegedly defective Product or part
shall, should Vaisala so require, be sent to the
works of Vaisala or to such other place as
Vaisala may indicate in writing, freight and
insurance prepaid and properly packed and
labelled, unless Vaisala agrees to inspect and
repair the Product or replace it on site.

This warranty does not however apply when the
defect has been caused through
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P.O. Box. 26. FIN-00421 Helsinki
FINLAND
Phone lint.: 1+358 9) 894 91
Telefax: 1+358 9j 894 9227
Telex: 122832 vsala fi
Internet: http://w~vw.vaisala.com

VAISALA GmbHI
Postfach 540267
D-22502 Haniburn
DE(ITSCHLAND.
Phone inat.1: (040) 851 7630
Telefax: (040) 850 8.144

VAISALA GmbH
Stuttgart Branch
Zweigniederlassung
Pescalozzi Str. 8
D-70563 Stuttgart
DEUTSCHLAND
Phone (nat.): (711) 734 057
Telefax: (711) 735 6340

VAISALA (UK) Ltd
Suffolk House
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Newmarket
Suffolk CBS 7AA
UNITED KINGDOM
Phone (nat.): (01638) 674 400
Fax: (01638) 674 411

VAISALA TM! Ltd
Vaisala House
349 Bristol Road
Birmingham B5 7SW
UNITED KINGDOM
Phone (nat.): (0121) 683 1200
Telefax: (0121) 683 1299

VAISALA SA
3. Parc Arianc
Saint-Quentin-En-Yvelines
F-78284 Guyancourt Cedex
FRANCE
Phone (nat.): (1) 3057 2728
Telefax: (1) 3096 0858

VAISALk Inc.
100 Commerce Way
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USA
Phone inat.): 781) 933 4500
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USA
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Telefax: (614) 873 6890

VAISAL, KK
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Tokyo 162
JAPAN
Phone (nat.): (03) 3266 9611
Telefax: (03) 3266 9610

VAISALA KK/Osaka Branch
1-12-15, Higashimtikuni
Yodogawa-Ku, Osaka 532
JAPAN
Phone (nat.): (06) 391 2441
Telefax: (06) 391 2442

VAISALA Ply Ltd
3 Guest Street
Howthom, VIC 3122
AUSTRALIA
Phone (nat.): (3) 9818 4200
Telefax: (3) 9818 4522
A.C.N. 006 500 616

VAISALA Beijing Representative Office
Wangfujing Grand Hotel
Room 518-520
57, Wangfujing Street
Beijing 100006
PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF CHINA
Phone (nat.): (10) 6522 4050
Telefa~x: (10) 6522 4051
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Thii Luide: gives ba.sic im21lti~&u1 iIItiuetiLctio aitd the 221 ma 'It 1cmme serial conintiand, necdl'.'- in Iltie .es1th
1P23transmitter. This. guide does ran'l. however, repliwe the vpcratinS inanu:aI. ro*r dciaiL~d instrna..ion, and

dewription. ofseriail comniand, alwas rellr to the operatiny manul.

MOUNTING AND CONNECTING THE TRANSMITTER

of3

90T0. 10000
1141,4 trtsitrwihahofff snoha

an adiioa 7'esrha ie isin m

See'24 theanualiton hith to Iinstall ths&'sor heads

120tA.
CAWVO

,Aes 0.5 MIRc

Wa3ss diks.

O. . 7 :.20.

U~o. 7 mm Uý 4 shrii"'..

Sigqnal cable grfmnltdih

When connecting the signal cable to the trnmmiller
housing the cable braid is folded betveen the bras.
disks in order to achieve best EIMC performance. I)t)
not leave the bare shield of the connected wires so
that It can shorteirctit the electrouies!

CONNECTING TIlE RS 232C SERIAL BUS

I005

2 TX
0- woN~

Mo-x
Either connector X6 or connector X 17 (3-pin.
TX/GND/RX) can be used to transfer srial
commands (see wiring diagram. The 'actory settings
or the serial line of the transmitters are:

baud rate 4800
parity even
data bits 7
stop bits I
duplex mode full

-j. 3 r,.-~~------- x

2-b' - N ~ RX

3 M--.--------OW -- Tx)
TW.'505 D".P 7 -GNDJ

Cables betw~eep PC oir termin~al and transmnitrers
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WIRING DIAGRAM
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NOTE

* I i The output settings n
I•:i't-U. t also be programmed
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SERIAL COMMANDS iprogramn version 1.02 or lWrert

AMODE Selling the analogue outputs R Starting tile measurement output

[Disconnect the security lock jumperi

i see iv irine diagran: jumper sek-ctions in connector
XI5,

ANIODI. a h c d e f <cr>

a = channel i: U = voltage output
I = currenit output

b = lower limit of channel I
c = upper limit of channel I
d = channel 2: U = voltage output

I = current output
C = lower limit of channel 2
1 = upper limit of channtel 2

ASEL Selecting tile scaling of the analogue
output quantities

Disconnect the security lock jumperl

ASEL xxx yyy <cr>

xxx = channel I); quantity
yyy = channel 2ý quantity

(R-, T, Td,dT, Abs, Mix or Tw)

ASCL Scaling the analogue outputs

Disconnect the security lock jumperi

ASCL <cr>
or

ASCL aaa.a bbb.b ccc.c ddd.d <c>

aaa.a = lower limit tf channel I
bbb.b = tipper limit of channel I
ccc.c = lower limit of channel 2
ddd.d = upper limit of channel 2

L R <cr>

S Stopping the measurement output
S S<cr>

StEND Outputting a reading ince

SEND <cr> in STOP state
or

[ SEND an <er> in POLL state

aa = address of the trntsmitter when more than
one transmitter is connected to a serial bits
(0...99)

DSIND Outputting once addresses and
readings or all connected trausmitters

F DSEND <.r>

Outputting the transmitter
?? settings (?? also in POLL mode)

S ? <c or ?? <cr>
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FORM Setting the output format

FORM <cr>
.xx x... xxx"

? zzz...zzz <cr>

xxx ... xxx = old lfornat
YIZ ...ZZ/ = Ie frnai

\Utl..1tU\ reLitive humidity
'Ir..Tim Itlix]rAlur,

\D..DAI A\ dewpvint tenmperature
\AA..AA\ abhalute humidity
\XX..XX\ mLixing ratio
\WW..WWM wet bulb temperature

Wld..d\ dewpoint diffcre•.e
\uu..utau\ unit according to the preceding

variable
\It line feed <If>
V carriage return <cr>

\borizomtal tabulation <hit> or <tab>

SEIRI Serial bus settings

SERM bpdsx <cr>

ADDR Setting the transmitter address

ADDRaa <cr, I

aa = address (0.. 49)

RESET Resetting tihe transmitter

RESET <s>

SMODE, Setting Imhe serial interface

I SMODE xxy.x.<cr> -
xxxx = STOP, RUN or POLL

OPEN aa <cr> ]
SMODE xxxx<cr>

oa = address ofr h, transmitter
xxxx = STOP. RUN or POLL

OPEN Transitiitter temporarily front P01,1.
to STOP mode

OPEN nn <cr.

nn = addre.-,s ,f tll? tIrnsmitter tO... 99)

CLOSE Transnctlter back to POLL mode

CLOSE <cr>

ITFS•T Testing the analog outputs

ITEST <er> or ITEST a b <cr>

a = forced current/voltage output of channel I
b = fo)rced current/voltage output of channel 2

Note. Forced outputs must be released by giving
command ITEST <er> or RESET <cr>.

b
p
d
S

x

= brads (300,6(X). 1200.2400.4800.9600)
= Ixtrity It = none. e = even, o = odd)
= data bits (7 or 8)
= stop bits (I or2)
= duplex =Il htlf. := fuill)

UNIT Selecting the output units

UNrr x <or>

x = mectric units)
mton-mnetric units)

metric units non-nctric
units

Rul %RII %RII

T °C or

Td ýC OF

dT *C OF

a t/nm
3  

Fft-I

x Itk __r/ __b
Tw IC ccF


